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Mpc is the group of a ll  automorphisms of an irreducible Weyl 
system which project to the symplectic group, and contains the meta- 
plectic group as commutator subgroup. Whereas to be metaplectic is 
a topological re s tr ic t io n , every symplectic vector bundle achiits 
Mpc structures.
We investigate the properties of Mpc structures and their 
associated bundles of symplectic spinors. As applications of these 
concepts, we present a geometric quantization scheme extending those 
due to Kostant & Hess and indicate their implications for the symbol 
theory of operators.
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10. Introduction.
Motivation.
The symplectic group Sp = Sp(V,ii) of a symplectic vector space 
(V,n) admits a unique connected double cc^er called the metaplectic 
group, Mp , which carries an infinite-dimensional unitary represent­
ation known as the metaplectic (also harmonic or Segal-Shale-Weil) 
representation. Mp can be realized as a group of automorphisms of an 
irreducible Weyl system (thus: an irreducible unitary representation 
W of the Heisenberg group N on a Hilbert space H , having non­
t r iv ia l  central character) with the metaplectic representation as the 
natural consequence. The fu ll  automorphism group of W projecting 
to Sp is a central c irc le  extension of Sp which we denote by Mpc 
(this notation being suggested by the analogous way in which Spinc 
arises as automorphisms of a C liffo rd  system); Mpc thus naturally 
carries the metaplectic representation. Mp is contained in Mpc as 
a distinguished normal subgroup : the kernel of a generator n of the 
in f in ite  cyclic  group of unitary characters of Mpc . This much is 
well known and quite standard; see Howe [He] and Weil [Wz].
The conjugate-linear dual E' » H ^ of the Frechet space E = IH^  
of smooth vectors for the representation W:N Aut 1H is naturally a 
module for the complexified Heisenberg algebra n1* . Under the
(complexified differentiated) representation W® : n*1 -*■ End E' , 
a positive polarization r of (V ,n ) annihilates precisely a complex
r
line (E 1) c E' : the vacuum state for r  . I f  and r 2 are
transverse positive polarizations then there is a canonical nonsingular
r l r 2sesquilinear pairing of the vacuum states ( E ‘ ) and (E 1) into <L . 
See Kostant [Kt2] [Kt3] and Rawnsley [Ry51.
These symplectic spinors E' have found application in several 
directions. Kostant TKt2] [Kt3] introduced them as a tool in geometric 
quantization, where the vacuum state pairing facilitates the construction 
of Hilbert spaces. Boutet de Monvel & Guillemin [BG] have applied them 
to the development of a symbol theory for Toeplitz operators.
The principle behind these applications to a symplectic manifold 
(X,u>) is as follows. The symplectic frame bundle (X,u>) is l i f te d  to 
a metaplectic structure (thus: a double cover by a principal Mp bundle) 
to which is associated a bundle of symplectic spinors via the metaplectic 
representation on E' . That (X,u>) admit a metaplectic structure is
a topological restriction. The symplectic form u determines a
2
characteristic (Chern) class Cj (<d) « H (X;Z) whose mod,, reduction 
is the second Stiefel-Whitney class w2(X) . I t  turns out that (X,u>) 
admits metaplectic structures i f f  c^(w) is even (which compares with 
the orthogonal case, where an oriented Riemannian manifold M admits 
Spin structures i f f  w2(M) = 0 ) .
As observed by several authors (Forger & Hess CFH], Rawnsley and
Plymen [Pn]) there is no obstruction to the existence of Mpc structures
for (X,u) : l i f t s  of the symplectic frame bundle to structure group 
c cMp always exist. Since Mp carries the metaplectic representation 
i t  is therefore possible to define symplectic spinors on any symplectic 
manifold.
I t  is now natural to ask whether use can be made of the symplectic 
spinors E ' ( P) associated to an Mpc structure P as was made of those 
defined by a metaplectic structure. One of our aims is to answer this 
question in the affirmative. Indeed, we shall see that in several 
respects Mpc structures appear to be rather more natural objects than 
metaplectic structures.
We consider in particular geometric quantization of (X,u>) ; as 
general references we cite Guillemin & Sternberg [GS1 and Woodhouse [We].
The full Kostant scheme requires both that the de Rham class [w] 
be integral and that the Chern class c-|(w) be even; the inte g ra lity  
of [w] guarantees the existence of a prequantum line bundle for (X,w) 
(thus: a Hermitian line bundle on X with metric connexion of curvature 
-2irioj) to provide a prequantization module for the Poisson algebra of 
functions on X , and a metaplectic structure for (X,w) provides a 
means of constructing Hilbert spaces via the vacuum state pairing. See 
Kostant [K t3].
- T V
I t  was observed by Hess [Hs] that in order to quantize (X,u>) 
i t  is not necessary to assume the separate existence of prequantum 
line bundle and metaplectic structure. He showed that by means of an 
Mpc structure equipped with a special u (l ) -va lu ed  form i t  is possible 
to quantize (X,w) under the less restrictive  constraint that the real 
cohomology class Co>] + $ c-j(w) be integral. The Hess scheme is 
thus able to deal in a uniform manner with the complex projective 
spaces IPN (as is the scheme due to Czyz [ C z ] ) ;  the even spaces CP2n 
are not amenable to treatment by the Kostant scheme, since they adhiit 
neither prequantum line bundles nor metaplectic structures. Hess 
quantizes (X,ui) d ire c tly ,  without passing through a prequantization 
stage, and relative to a p air  of polarizations rather than a single 
polarization; moreover, he gives no means whereby the results of 
quantizing relative to different polarizations may be compared.
We here propose a geometric quantization scheme which brings the 
Hess approach in line with the Kostant formalism. We use the symplectic 
spinors defined by an Mpc structure as prequantization module, and 
the natural vacuum state (or half-form) pairing enables us both to 
construct Hilbert spaces for quantization and to compare the quantizations 
arising from different polarizations.
Regarding the application of Mpc structures to a symbol theory 
for operators we refer to our final chapter which is i t s e lf  introductory 
in character.
Preview.
Let us b rie f ly  outline the contents of this thesis.
§1 is an (admittedly rather biased) account of symplectic geometry; 
most of this is quite standard though some appears to be new. For a 
less partisan approach we refer to Weinstein [Wnl.
In §52,3,4,5,6,7 we present the group Mpc and its  metaplectic 
representation in some detail. We introduce the context in §2, make 
technical preparations in §3, and then proceed to discuss the metaplectic 
representation in terms of the Bargmann-Segal (BS) model on Fock space.
The BS model has appeared in several places and in varying depth; see 
Bargmann [Bnll [Bn2], Cartier CCrl, Itzykson C In i, Rawnsley [Ry5],
Segal [ S t ] ,  Sternberg & Wolf CSw], ............. As noted by Rawnsley [Ry51
the BS model is especially well-suited to making e xp lic it  computations 
with the metaplectic representation -  in particular when dealing with 
vacuum states and their pairing.
The general theory of Mpc structures is taken up in §8. We
establish the unconditional existence of Mpc structures for a symplectic
Y cvector bundle (E -*■ X,w) and introduce a twisting (Y,P) P of Mp 
structures P by principal U(1) bundles Y which enables us to investi 
gate the structure of the space T (E ,w ) of equivalence classes of Mpc
structures for (E,u>) . I t  turns out that T(E,w) is naturally an
o
abelian group isomorphic to H (X ;Z) : at the level of equivalence classes
Q
a choice of Mp structure for (E,w) naturally corresponds to a 
choice of complex line bundle on X . We demonstrate that Mpc 
structures for (E,w) always induce Mpc structures for the symplectic 
normal bundle (DJ‘/D,Wp) of an isotropic subbundle D of (E ,u )  . 
Concluding remarks compare Mpc structures with metaplectic structures 
(favourably).
§9 concerns bundles of symplectic spinors on ( E,u>) defined by an 
Mpc structure P for (E,w) . A positive polarization F of (E,w) 
determines a complex line bundle E ' (P )^  = E •(p) of vacuum states. If
Y is the unitary frame bundle of a Hermitian line  bundle L then
Y F FE '(P  ) is canonically isomorphic to E ‘ ( P) 8 L . The half-form
bundle E ^ P )^  8 KF is a canonical square-root of P(n) 8 KF , where
P(n) is the Hermitian line bundle associated to P via n and is
the canonical bundle of F . I f  (F,G) is a transverse pair of positive
F Cpolarizations of (E,u>) then E ' ( P )  and E ' (P )  pair naturally into 
the product complex line bundle tt = X * I  . The passage of Mpc structures 
to symplectic normals enables us to define a nonsingular sesquilinear 
pairing of the half-form bundles E ' (P )^  8 KF and E ' ( P ) G 8 KG into 
the bundle V ^(D) of inverse densities on D whenever (F ,G) is a 
(regular) pair of positive polarizations of (E ,u )  with F n G = D1 
for an isotropic subbundle D of (E ,u ) .
§10 is essentially a reformulation of the Hess approach, and sets 
up the prequantization data for our proposed quantization scheme. The
fundamental unit of data is a prequantized Mpc structure for (X,w) : 
an Mpc structure P equipped with a special u (l ) -va lu e d  (prequantum) 
form y . y corresponds precisely with a metric connexion ? r (of 
curvature -  4iriu) in the Hermitian line bundle P(n) .
Prequantization we present in §11. The approach we adopt is to 
take the sections r ( X ;E ' ( P ) )  as representation space for the Poisson 
algebra C(X) , the prequantization i ts e lf  (6 :C(X) End r ( X ;E ' ( P ) ) )  
arising from the prequantum form y . Although our approach to pre­
quantization seems at f i r s t  sight to be unwieldy, i t  leads to a natural 
development of quantization as can be seen in §12. I f  F is a positive 
polarization of (X,w) then prequantization 6 restricts  naturally to 
give operators on E '(P )^  defined for functions on X whose Hamiltonian 
flows preserve F . Tensoring with Lie derivative in then gives a
representation of these functions on the sapce of polarized (or:
covariant constant along F) sections of the half-form bundle 
E '(P )^  0 . This quantization 5^ on E '(P )^  a squares up on
P(n) 8 to give the Kostant prequantization of (X,2w) on its pre­
quantum line bundle (P(n)>vY ) tensored with Lie differentiation in 
; this observation turns out to be rather useful in practice. The 
pairing of half-forms allows us to construct Hilbert spaces for quant­
ization and compare the quantizations arising from different polarizations.
The test of our proposed quantization scheme comes in §§13,14, where 
we discuss specific examples. §13 concerns the special case of a linear
symplectic manifold and gives a convenient local picture of the scheme. 
§14 concerns the physically more interesting case of a complex pro­
jective space -  the orbit space of the energy surface of a harmonic 
oscilla to r.
Our final section, §15, considers possible developments of the 
subject matter of this thesis. In particular, a procedure is suggested 
whereby Mpc structures can be employed in the construction of symbols 
for operators.
Reasons of economy have necessitated the omission of a number of 
related topics of interest; we hope that these w ill  appear elsewhere 
in due course.
Conventions.
We assume a knowledge of the elements of differential geometry -  
in particular we assume a fam ilia rity  with principal and associated 
bundles and connexions therein; see Kobayashi & Nomizu CKN].
Let G be a Lie group. By a character of G we shall mean a Lie
0 o
group morphism X:G -*■ Œ into the multiplicative group Œ of nonzero
complex numbers; we shall say that X is unitary i f f  i t  takes values
in the unit c irc le  U ( l )  .
Let P be a (r ig h t )  principal G bundle over the manifold X .
I f  A is a ( l e f t )  G space then we may denote by A(P) the bundle
- I X -
associated to P with typical fibre A ; the total space of A( P) 
is the quotient of P*A by the G-action ( p , a ) ‘g = (p.g.g ^ a )  for 
p c P ,  a e A , g e G , and we have a natural projection
P*A -*■ A(P) : (p ,a )  [p .a l
We may view P e px as an isomorphism
p : A -*■ A(P)x : a «■ [p ,a ]
with the property
(p -g ) (a )  * p(g -a )
for a e A and g e G .
I f  X is a (unitary) character of G then P(x) w il l  denote 
the (Hermitian) complex line  bundle associated to P with typical 
fibre I  via the action of G on a determined by X .
§1. Sym plectic Geometry.
In this section we give a brie f  review of those aspects of symplectic 
geometry which we regard as fundamental to our work. We do this under 
five subsections; the f i r s t  four subsections are essentially algebraic 
in content and the la st deals with bundles and manifolds. Our treatment 
is by no means intended to be exhaustive; indeed i t  is specially tailored 
to our needs. Further topics w il l  be introduced as they are required.
Symplectic Vector Spaces : Sp and sp .
Let ( V,0) be a real symplectic vector space of dimension 2m -  
thus, V is a 2m-dimensional real vector space and n is a symplectic 
(by defin ition, nonsingular alternating real b ilinea r)  form on V . As 
is customary, we shall frequently omit e xp lic it  reference to n unless 
confusion is l ikely  to arise.
The symplectic group Sp(V,ft) is the group of all  real linear 
automorphisms g of V which preserve n in the sense that
n(gv1,gv2) » n (v l t v2) (1 .1)
for v^ ,v 2 e V . Sp(V,n) is a connected semisimple Lie group with 
centre (±1) where I denotes the identity map on V . The Lie algebra
of Sp(V,n) is naturally embedded in End V as the symplectic algebra 
sp(V,n) which consists of all real linear endomorphisms C of V 
satisfying
n(?v1,v2) + n (v ] , i v 2) = 0 ( 1 . 2 )
for v1 ,v2 e V .
The (n - )  orthocomplement of the subspace L of V is the subspace 
L of V defined by
We say that L is symplectic i f f  L n L1 = 0 , isotropic i f f  L c L1 , 
coisotropic i f f  L = L1 , and Lagrangian i f f  L = L1 . The Lagrangian 
subspaces of (V,n) are precisely the maximally isotropic subspaces; 
dually, they coincide with those subspaces which are minimally coisotropic.
As a subgroup of the group Gt(V) of a ll  real linear automorphisms 
of V , Sp(V.n) has a natural action on the space of a ll  subspaces of 
V , given by
(1.3)
g.L * {gt | t e L) (1-4)
for g c Sp(V,n) and L a subspace of V . We note that the isotropic
subspaces of V form a union of orbits for this action, with dimension 
parametrizing the individual orbits. Let Sp(V,fl;L) denote the sta bilize r 
of the subspace L of V relative to this action, and observe that
-  3 -
SpiV.njL1) = Sp(V,n;L) . (1 .5)
A Hilbert structure for (V,n) is a real 
of V such that
linear automorphism J
J 2 = - I
and such that the b il in e a r  form
(1.6)
If « V + F  : (v . j ,v 2) ** n(Jv-|,v2) 
is symmetric and p ositive -defin ite.
(1.7)
<vl t v2> = n ( J v l f v2) + i n ( v 1,v2) (1.8)
then defines a Hermitian inner product on the complex vector space 
(which has V as underlying real vector space and on which multiplication 
by 1 is given by the action of J ) .  Thus, a choice of Hilbert structure 
J for (V,n) naturally gives rise to a complex Hilbert space (VJ , <•,*>) .
4The unitary group
U (V ,n ;J )  = {g € Sp(V,a) | gJ = Jg} (1.9)
of (VJ , <•,•>) is a maximal compact subgroup of Sp(V,p) ; moreover, 
a ll  maximal compact subgroups of Sp(V,n) arise in this way from Hilbert 
structures for (V,fi) .
As set down in detail by Rawnsley [Ry5], a choice of Hilbert 
structure for (V,n) determines a parametrization of Sp(V,n) to which 
we now turn our attention.
Fix a Hilbert structure J for (V ,n ) . We can express each real 
linear endomorphism g of V as c. sum
9 -  Cg + Ag (1.10)
where
Cg = i (g  -  Jg J )  ( l . l l )
commutes with J (o r ,  is J - l in e a r )  and
Ag * } (g + JgJ) (1-12)
anticommutes with J (o r ,  is J -a n t i l in e a r ) .
I t  turns out that I f  g t Sp(V,n) then the complex linear endo­
morphism Cg of is  inve rtib le ; thus we may define
z = c
-  5 -
A (1.13)g g g
so that
uII
i*1 + zg> •
(1.14)
Some of the basic properties of the decomposition (1.14) are as
follows.
Proposition 1.1 : I f  g e Sp(V,£J) then
( D
* *
C _i = C ( :<•,•»-a d jo int)
g 9
(1.15)
(11) Z 1 -  -CnZnCn1g-1  g g g (1.16)
(H i ) V1*v2 « V = > <v1,Zgv2> * <v2 »Zgv1> (1.17)
(1v) C ( I ”Z*I ) C* = Igv g g
(1.18)
(V) v e V\{0) => < ( I -Z g)v,v> > o (1.19)
Proof: See Rawnsley [Ry5].
□
Let V = P (V ,fl;J )  denote the set of all  real linear endomorphisms 
Z of V which satisfy
(1 ) ZJ ♦ JZ • 0 ( 1 . 2 0 )
6(11) vi » v2 « v => <v1,Zv2> = ( 1 . 2 1 )
( 1 . 2 2 )
and denote by P = P (V ,i i ;J )  the subset of V consisting of those Z 
for which s t r ic t  inequality holds in ( i i i )  whenever v $ 0 . V 
(respectively, V) is our version of the closed (respectively, open) 
Siegel domain for Sp(V,n) .
Proposition 1.2 : I f  g c Sp(V,n) then the pair (C .1  ) lies
The preceding result gives the promised parametrization of 
Sp(V,n) ; the next describes the group multiplication of Sp(V.n) in 
terms of this parametrization.
in Gt(VJ ) x P (V ,n ;J )  and we have Cg( I -Z  = I . 
Conversely, i f  the pair (C ,Z )  in Gt(V^) x p (V ,!l ;J )  
satisfies
C ( I -Z 2)C* = I (1.23)
then g = C(I+Z) lies in Sp(V,n) .
Proof: See Rawnsley [Ry5].
□
Proposition 1.3 : I f  9]«92 £ Sp(V,n) then
-  7 -
(1) C = C ( I - Z  Z , )C
9192 91 91 g2 ‘ 92
-1(11) Za_a_ = cn; ( i - z n z _t ) '(Zn -z _,)c
9192 g2 91 92 92 "92
Proof: See Rawnsley [Ry5].
Considering the symplectic algebra sp(V,n) we have
(1.24)
(1.25)
□
Proposition 1.4 : The real linear endomorphism £ of V lies in 
sp(V,n) i f f
£V1*V2> + <V1*C£V2> = 0 (1.26)
r W  * <v2*A£vr (1.27)
whenever ,v2 c V .
Proof: Routine algebra; we omit the d e ta ils ,  merely remarking that 
the crite rion  (1 .2) for £ to l ie  in sp(V,n) may be rewritten
i  V «> n iv^E V g ) = n C v g , ^ )  .
□
Remark 1.5 : Observe that for sp(V,n) there is no compatibility 
requirement such as there was (see (1 .2 3 ))  for Sp(V,n) .
/ /
I t  is reasonable to ask for the way in which the parametrizations
of Sp(V,n) and sp(V,n) are related by the exponential maD
exp : sp(V,n) -  Sp(V,n) .
The answer is the following.
Proposition 1.6 : I f  5 e sp(V,n) then
(1) BF^xpteHt-o = ce (i .28)
(11) Ht* expte* |t=o ” Ae (i .29)
Proof: Evaluate on an arbitrary element of V and differentiate  along
one-parameter subgroups as indicated.
□
Remark 1.7 : In the l ig h t  of Proposition 1.6, we see that the cr ite ria  
in Proposition 1.4 for membership of sp(V,P) are precisely the 
differentiated forms of the c r ite ria  in Proposition 1.2 fo r  membership 
of Sp(V,n) . u
Symplectic Vector Spaces : Polarizations.
C ŒLet (V ,n ) denote the complex symplectic vector space obtained
by the complexification of V and the C-bilinear extension of n
- 9
1We denote conjugation in V relative to 7 by in uoDer bar : •
A pseudo-Hermitian form H is defined on V4, by
H(v1fv2 ) = i « C( V l ,v2) (1.30)
for v.j,v2 e . An isomorphism
SiV1 -  (V1)* (1.31)
is defined in terms of in te rio r  multiplication j  by
B(v) = v -n C (1.32)
for v c VC ; thus
VT V2 e vt => 0( vl H v2^  = Q^(vl ,v2  ^ (1.33)
A polarization of (V,n) is a complex m-dimensional subspace 
r of V1 which satisfies
vl t v2 e r «> nt (v 1,v 2) = 0 . (1-34)
Equivalently, r 1s a complex subspace of V* whose annihilator
r° » {$ « (V^) | v e r ■> $(v) * 0) (1.35)
equals B(r)  . Thus, r is a (complex) Lagrangian subspace of
10
(V1,«®') . I t  is natural to denote by L a g ^ .O ® )  the space of all 
polarizations of (V,n) .
Let r e Lag(V^,n^) . The real part r n f  of r is the
complexification of an isotropic subspace of (V,n) . We denote by 
r ( r )  the (complex) dimension of r n f and define the index i ( r ) of 
r to be the (complex) dimension of a maximal subspace of r on which 
H is negative-definite. We say that r is of type ( r ( r ) , i ( r ) )  and 
that r is positive i f f  i ( r ) = 0  . The space of all positive polar­
izations of (V,fl) w il l  be denoted by Lag+(V,n) .
The pair ( r . j , r 2 ) of positive polarizations of (V,n) is said to 
be transverse i f f
Positive polarizations have particu larly  pleasing intersection properties 
as demonstrated by
Proposition 1.8 : I f  and r 2 are positive polarizations of
(1.36)
(V,n) then
(1 ) r 1 n r 2 -  ( r 1 n n ( r 2 n f 2) -  f 1 n r 2 (1.37)
(11) r ( r 2) * 0 »  r 1 it r 2 ■ 0 . (1.38)
Proof: See Blattner [B r ] ,
□
11
Remark 1.9 : ( i ) implies that n r  ^ is the complexification of
an isotropic subspace of (V,ii) . ( i i )  asserts that each type (0,0) 
polarization is transverse to every positive polarization. ^
Sp(V,fl) acts naturally on the space Lag(V^,n®) by complex­
ification  -  thus
g-r = {g^v | v t r )  (1.39)
for g e Sp(V,il) and r e Lag(VŒ,nŒ) . The orbits for this action 
are parametrized by type ( r , i )  ; in particular, this action restricts 
to give an action of Sp(V,n) on Lag+(V,fi) having m + 1 orbits 
parametrized by dimension of real part.
We denote by Sp (V ,n ;r )  the sta bilize r of r  e Lag(VŒ,n®) -  thus
Sp(V ,n ;r)  -  ig « Sp(V.n) | g -r  »  r }  . (1.40)
Taking the (complex) determinant of the restriction  to r yields a 
character
Detr : S p (V ,n ;r )  -  C (1.41)
of Sp (V ,n ;r )  ; here, Î  denotes the m ultiplicative  group of nonzero
complex numbers.
12
We denote by sp(V,n)^ the sta b ilize r  of r e Lag(VC,n^)
(T (T
under the natural representation of sp(V,n) on V -  thus
sp(V,n)J = {ç £ sp (V ,n )C|çr c r }  (1.42)
sp(V,n)J naturally contains the complexification sp (V ,n ;r )^  of the 
Lie algebra sp (V ,n ;r )  of Sp(V,£î;r) . Taking the (complex) trace of 
the re s tr ict io n  to r yields a character
T r r : sp(V,n)® C (1.43)
of s p (V ,n )J  .
Fix a Hilbert structure J for (V,n) . We shall see that J  
gives rise to a bijection (the Z-transform) from Lag+(V,n) to 
P (V ,n ;J )  .
Extend J to V® by complex l in e a rity  and define complex lin e a r  
endomorphisms J± of V® by
J ± -  i ( I  ♦ U )  0 .4 4 )
J± 1s projection of V® on the (±1)-eigenspace of J  . Define 
r0 1m J + (1.45)
13 -
Tg is a polarization of (V ,n ) of type (0,0) . Observe that
Sp(V,n;r0 ) = U (V ,n ;J )  . (1.46)
I f  r  e Lag+(V,n) then a C-linear map
Br : r V0 (1.47)
is defined by requiring that
Br (v1+iv2 ) -  v1 + Jv2 (1-48)
for ,v2 e V with v-j + i v 2 e r .
Proposition 1.10 : I f  r c Lag+(V,n) and v e V then there
exists a unique v-j + iv 2 e r such that v = v1 + Jv2 .
Proof: B has kernel precisely
r n (v  + iJv  | v € V} »  r n fg .
According to Proposition 1.8 this space 1s zero, whence Br is 
in jective . Since r and VJ have the same dimension, Br is an 
isomorphism. The result follows.
□
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I f  r e Lag+(V,iî) then we define a real linear endomorphism 
Zj, of V by
Zr (v ) = v1-J v 2 (1.49)
for v e V and + iv 2 « r  as in Proposition 1.10. We refer to 
Zj, as the Z-transform of r (relative to J )  .
Proposition 1.11 : The taking of Z-transforms provides a 
bijection
Lag+(V,fl) H. 0(v,n;J) : r N. zr . (1.50)
Proof: See Rawnsley [Ry51. We remark only that the inverse transform
of Z £ V is ( I+ Z )r n « Lag (V,n) .ü + q
Relative to the natural action (1.39) of Sp(V,ft) on Lag+(V,n) 
we have
Proposition 1.12 : I f  r « Lag+(V,n) and g e Sp(V,n) then
(1) Bg.r 0 -  tCg(I+ZgZr ))oBr (1.51)
(11) Z„ _ - Cn(z +Zr ) ( I + Z „ z j ' V 1 . g • r g ' g  r 7' g r '  g (1.52)
Proof: A straightforward verification from the definitions. See
Rawnsley [Ry5].
□
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Remark 1.13 : From (1.51)  we have
Detr g = DetiCg(I+ZgZr ) }  (1.53)
whenever g e Sp(V,il ;r )  .
//
For Lie algebra stabilizers we have the following analogue of 
( 1.53) .
Proposition 1.14 : I f  r  £ Lag+(V,n) and
$1 »52 e sP(V.n) with 51 + U 2 « sp(V,fl)J 
then
T ^ U ^ I C g )  '  T r i i C ^ + A ^ Z , . )  + J iC ^ + A ^ Z j , ) }  . (1.54)
Proof: By virtue of Proposition 1.10 we can express an arbitrary
element of V as + Jv2 for some unique + IV2 e r . Routine 
manipulations reveal that
( ce + Aezr ) ( v! + Jv2) -  cv] + Jcv2
whenever 5 « End V , whence Br intertwines the C-linear endomorphisms 
( ^  + 1C2) l r (of r )  and { (C «A ^ Z ,, )  + J ^ + A ^ Z j . )  > (of VJ ) . 
Taking traces, the result follows.
□
16 -
Symplectic Vector Spaces: Exterior Algebra.
In this subsection we discuss b rie fly  some of the exterior 
algebra pertaining to symplectic vector spaces and polarizations.
The Liouville  (volume) form
X e A2mV* -  A2m(VC)* (1.55)
is defined by
m(m-l ) m
7 nm
* = ( - 1 )  Z (1.56)
2m £ *
A is clearly a basis vector for the complex line A (V )
Proposition 1.15 : A pseudo-Hermitian form
< - , - > K : A ^ V 1)* * Am( v V  C (1.57)
1s defined by
«fe ^fe ^A  « i m(fe1 a E2) (1.58)
for fer fe2 e Am( v V  •
Proof: Since A is a basis vector for A2m(V*) and the sesqullinear
Am(V1)* x Am( v V  -  A2m(VC) ‘  : (fer fe2 ) «■ fe, a £2
map
17
is nonsingular, i t  is clear that (1.58) defines a nonsingular ses- 
quilinear pairing <*,*>K . A routine computation establishes
fer fe2 £ Am(V<1)* => <fe1. fe2>K = <^2
This completes the proof.
□
Remark 1.16 : Since Sp(V,fi) is contained in the special linear 
group Si. ( V) we have
<g.fe1 ,g.fe2>K  ^ <fe1 »fe2>K ( 1-59)
for g c Sp(V,n) and fe.| ,fe2 e Am( ) (re la tive  to the natural
m t *
representation of Sp(V,n) on A ( \r )  ) .
//
r
Let r be a polarization of (V,n) . The canonical line K 
of r is defined as the top exterior  power of r® :
Kr  -  Amr °  «*■ Am( v V  . ( 1. 60)
r pi ^ ^
K is thus a one-dimensional complex subspace of A (V )
Proposition 1.17 : Let be a pair of positive polarizations
of (V,n)  .
m s *
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( 0 I f ( r , , r 2) is not transverse then <* . ’ >K vanishes
on r l r 2
(11) I f (T-. , r ? ) is transverse then <" » ‘>k I s nonsingular
on r l r 2 K 1 x K c .
Proof: An exercise in elementary exterior algebra. The p o sit iv ity
restriction is not essential.
□
The choice J of Hilbert structure for (V,n) enables us to 
select canonical basis vectors in the canonical lines of positive 
polarizations. Let us now define these canonical vectors and b rie f ly  
consider some of their properties.
I t  is routine to verify that the restriction  of to
r 0 r 0
K * K is actually Hermitian (p o s it iv e -d e fin ite ) ,  where r Q = im J+ 
r 0
is as in (1 .4 5 ).  K thus becomes a one-dimensional complex Hilbert
r 0
space. Fix a choice fe of unit vector for K :
r 0
<k ,fe >K -  1 . (1.61)
r0 *0 *
Let r e Lag+(V,n) . Propositions 1.8 and 1.17(11) allow us
r
to assert the existence of a unique (basis) vector fer of K such that
- 19
<fer ,fer0>K "  1 d - 62)
fer is our canonical basis vector for Kr
Remark 1.18 : These vectors are not canonical in the s t r ic t  sense;
instead they are uniquely determined once we have selected an element
r 0of the principal U ( l )  space of unit vectors for K
//
Let r e Lag+(V,n) . Define an isomorphism (of complex lines)
er : Kr -  AmvJ ( i .63)
by the prescription
er o Am(B|r ) = Am(Br ) . (1.64)
Proposition 1.19 : The element er (fer ) of AmVJ is independent 
of the choice r of positive polarization of (V,fl)
Proof: Let us suppose that
sr„<fer„l ■ *1 ......... *‘ 0 ‘ 0
with v-|.............vm in Vd . Since the composite
- 20
R_1 1 Br
vJ - L — > r c _ >  vc _ L _ >  ro _ i o _ >  VJ
is the identity, i t  follows that
1 s j s m => B*1 Vj -  b; \ j £ r0
whence
9r"1(v 1 A....... A vm> A \  = ferQ A ferQ
A.......Avm)*fer0>K“ 1 •
By uniqueness we conclude that
0r1(vl A.......A vm> = fer • Q
m £ *Relative to the natural representation of Sp(V,n) on A (V ) ,
the canonical vectors transform as follows:
Proposition 1.20 : I f  r  e Lag+ (V,n) and g e Sp(V,n) then
g.kr » Det{Cg(I+ZgZr )}feg -r  . (1.65)
Proof: A routine consequence o f  Propositions 1.12 (1) and 1.19.
□
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The effect of the pairing <•,•>.. 
as follows.
Proposition 1.21 : I f  is a
of (V,n) then
*fer >k = Zr >r l r 2 K r 2 r l
Proof: <k„ ,fe„ >„ and Det(I-Z„ Z„ 
r l r 2 K r 2 r l
law under the action of Sp(V,il) on 
and Rawnsley [R y5 ]).  Since
r e Lag+(V,n) *> <fer .fero>K 
& Det(I-Z
r 0
and the type (0,0) polarizations of 
o rb it ,  i t  follows that
<fer ,fer >K B ° e t(I -Z  Z ) 
r l r2 K r 2 r l
whenever r  ^ « Lag+(V,n) and is 
« Lag+(V,n) and for 0 s t  s 1
on our canonical vectors is
pair of positive polarizations
( 1 . 66)
obey the same transformation 
Lag+(V,n) (see Proposition 1.20
= 1
(1.67)
r> = 1
(V,n) form a single Sp(V,ii)
(1 .68)
of type (0 ,0) . Now suppose 
define r t  e Lag+(V,n) by
(1.69)
22
(observe that our notation is unambiguous at t = 0 and t = 1 ) .
I f  0 s t  < 1 then is of type (0,0) so from (1.68) we have
0 s t < 1 => <k ,fe > = Det(I-Z Z ) . (1.70)
r t r 2 K r 2 r t
I t  is readily seen that both <fe ,fe >v and Det(I-Z_ Z_ ) are
r t  r 2 * r 2 r t
continuous in t  for 0 s t  s 1 ; taking the lim it  of (1.70) as 
t  -► 1 yields (1.66).
□
ff p
Our next result describes the action of sp(V,n)r on K for 
r  £ Lag+(V ,n ) .
Proposition 1.22 : IfIVLag+(V,n) and ç e sp(V,n)J then
ç-fer = (T r r ç)fer . (1.71)
Proof: Let Ç = Çj + U 2 with Ç-|.e2 e sp(V,n) and le t  g* = «xptÇj »
g2 = exptç2 be the one-parameter subgroups of Sp(V,n) generated by 
Ç1 ,ç2 , so that
ç -fer “ 3F{9î ‘fer + 1g2 'fer } |t-0 *
By means of Proposition 1.20 (differentiated) and Proposition 1.14, 
we deduce
- 23 -
5 'fer ’  (T r r €)fer + t  + lfe t } |t=0
g ^ r  g2 *r 1
Since ç.fej, lies in K we have
for some y e Œ . Now
y = ^ p . f e r ^ K
■ <3îik9' . r *
3 T fe t  „ + ife_t „•fer rt>K|t=0
gr r g2.r *o
in view of (1 .62 ). The result  follows.
□
Symplectic Vector Spaces : Normals.
Let L be an Isotropic subspace of (V,n) . The restriction of 
ft to L1 has kernel precisely L and so descends through the natural 
epimorphism Lx/L to y ie ld  a symplectic form « L on L1/L .
Pf ; i
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We refer to the symplectic vector space (L1/L,nL ) as the symplectic 
normal space of L .
Each g c Sp(V,iJ;L) induces a unique linear automorphism g  ^
of L1/L such that
-moreover this gL preserves nL . In this way we obtain a natural 
Lie group epimorphism
Structures on (V,n) (such as Hilbert structures, polarizations) 
induce corresponding structures on symplectic normals (subject to 
compatibility requirements in some cases). We say that such induced 
structures are obtained by passing to the symplectic normal.
Thus, le t  J be a Hilbert structure for (V,n) . The isotropic 
nature of L is equivalent to the condition that L and JL be 
orthogonal with respect to (1 .7 ) .  L 9 JL is then a complex subspace 
of , whose Hermitian orthocomplement therefore coincides with the 
(n - )  orthocomplement L1 n ( J L ) 1 , which we denote by • We
have direct sum decompositions
(1.72)
PL : Sp(V,iî;L) Sp(Lx/L,QL ) : g «■ gL . (1.73)
L1 -  L 9 V,L (1.74)
25 -
V = L ® VL 8 JL (1.75)
which are orthogonal with respect to (1 .7 ) .  Orthogonal projection 
of V on relative to (1.75) is denoted
PL : V -  vL . (1.76)
The natural epimorphism n^:Lx -*■ Lx/L restricts to give an isomorphism
" L : (VL .n|VL ) -  (Lx/L,nL ) (1.77)
of symplectic vector spaces. We transport J | v i a  to obtain a
Hilbert structure J L for (Lx/L,iiL ) . In the sequel we shall frequently 
identify (VL>n|VL ;J|VL) and (Lx/L,nL ; J L ) by means of #L for reasons 
of convenience.
ILet r be a polarization of (V.ft) such that L <= r . Then 
r L * \ T natura11y a polarization of (LA/L,n^) . Moreover, the 
assignment of r L to r is a bijection to Lag((Lx/L)®,n®) from the 
set of polarizations of (V,n) which contain L*1 . The types of r and 
r L are related by
( r ( r L ) , 1 ( r L ) )  = ( r ( r ) -d im  L , l ( r ) )  . (1.78)
In particular, r L is positive i f f  r is positive.
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We define r L e Lag+(V,n) by
r L = L1 + rQ n V® . (1.79)
r L has real part , and the polarization ( r L ) L ( L^/L,nL )
arises from as Tq arises from J :
(rL)L = im(JL ) + . (1.80)
I t  is routine to check that Z . (which we shall for brevity also
r L
denote by Z^) is given by
v1tv2 e L => ZL (v 1 + Jv2) = v1- J v 2 (1-81)
v e VL=> ZL (v )  = 0 . (1-82)
Let r £ Lag+(V ,n ) be such that L® «= r . Modulo our identification 
L (1.77) I t  is clear that
Zr L - Z r |VL (1.83)
and that
(1.84)
Proposition 1.23 : Let g e Sp(V,fl;L) . I f  r is a positive
- 27 -
polarization of (V,n) such that L1 c r then 
Det{Cg(I+ZgZr ) }  = Det{Cg^(I+Zg^Zr ^)} -D e t(g |L )  . (1.85)
In particular we have
DetiCg (I+ZgZL)> = DetCg -Det(g|L) . (1.86)
Proof: I f  v.j ,*2 6 L then from (1.81) and (1.84) we deduce
Cg ( I+ZgZr ) ( vi + Jv2 ) = gv1 + Jgv2 .
Consequently we have
DetiCg(J+ZgZr )|L 9 JL) = D et(g|L) . (1.87)
Similar use of (1.82) and (1.84) yields
Det{ Cg( I +ZgZr )|VL} -  D e t i C ^ d + Z ^ ) } . ( 1 . 88 )
Since V is the t - l in e a r  direct sum of L 9 JL and VL , (1.85)
follows at once from (1.87) and (1 .8 8 ).  Since (1.80) implies Z . = 0 ,
< r  > L
setting r * r L in (1.85) gives (1 .8 6 ).
□
Remark 1.24 : We can pass canonical vectors to the symplectic normal.
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Choose analogues fe^ ,fe2 o f  kp (see (1 -61)) for (Lx/L,n^) ,
(L ® JL,n|L ® JL) ; by means of t?l we can view as an analogue
of k. for (V .,n|V .)  . fe, and fe- can be ( j o i n t l y )  normalized 
r 0 L L I i.
by requiring that fe, a fe, = fe . As a polarization of (L9JL,n!L9JL) , i c r Q
L then determines a canonical vector feL e KL (which we can view 
an element of Ar LC , for r  = dim L) . I f  r is a positive polar­
ization of (v,n) such that L** = r , then e Lag+(LX/L,n^)
, r L
determines a canonical vector fe e K
1 I
Vector Bundles and Manifolds.
Let (E,u>) be a real symplectic vector bundle of rank 2m over
the manifold X ; thus E X is a rank 2m real vector bundle and
2 *u) is a fibrewise nonsingular section of A E over X .
The symplectic frame bundle Sp(E,w) of (E .u )  (modelled on 
(V ,n ) )  has as fibre over x e X the set of all  real linear isomorphisms 
b:V ■* Ex satisfying
u>x(bvj .bvg) * f l (V j,v2) (1-89)
for vl f v2 « V . Sp(E,w) is naturally a principal Sp(V,n) bundle 
over X with Sp(V,n) action given by composition:
b.g * bog (1.90)
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for b « Sp(E,w) and g e Sp(V,n) . (E ,u ) is naturally associated to 
Sp(E,u) via the natural representation of Sp(V,n) on V .
A polarization of (E,u>) is a complex subbundle F of E  ^ such 
that Fx « Lag(Ex>ojx ) for each x e X . I f  i (Fx) = 0 for all x e X , 
then we say that F is positive. I f  ( r ( F x) , i ( F  ) )  is independent of 
x e X , then we say that F is regular and refer to this comnon fibre 
type as the type ( r ( F ) , i ( F ) )  of F .
0 C *Let F be a polarization of (E,u>) , le t  F c (E ) denote the 
annihilator of F , and define the canonical bundle KF of F to be
the top exterior power AmF® of F® . The vector bundle isomorphism 
& (i * c
E + (E ) : v »  v j  »  (1.91)
restricts  to an isomorphism from F to F^ and so induces an isomorphism 
from AmF to KF .
2m (T *
The complex line bundle A (E ) is canonically t r iv ia l iz e d  by 
the L io u ville  (volume) form
mimj.) m
X -  (-1 ) 2 jjjr . (1.92)
Denote by £  the product complex line bundle X * C X . A pseudo- 
Hermitian structure
<•,•>£ : A (E ) * A (E ) -*■ £ (1.93)
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is defined by
<a,g>KX = i m(aA6) (1-94)
for a , 8 c Am(E^) , x e X .
We say that the pair (F,G) of positive polarizations of (E,w) 
is transverse i f f  F n G = 0 . In this case <*,*>K restricts to a 
nonsignular sesquilinear pairing
< - , - > K : KF x kG -  I  . (1-95)
As can be seen from the existence of the pairing (1.95) for a 
fixed choice of type (0 ,0) polarization G , the Chern class c Cn ] 
of the complex line bundle KF is independent of the choice of positive 
polarization F of (E,a>) ; we may thus define the ( f i r s t )  Chern class 
c^(E,o>) of (E ,o>) by
C j (E ,u )  = cCKF] € H2( XvZ) . (1-96)
Let F be a regular polarization of (E,a>) and le t  r be a 
polarization of (V,n) having the type of F . The pair ( F , r )  
determines a reduction
Sp(E,u;F) » { b e  Sp(E,u ) | bl r =■ F) (1.97)
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of the symplectic frame bundle of (E,w) to structure group 
S p(V ,n ;r )  . AmF (and so KF) is naturally  associated to Sp(E,<u;F) 
via the character Detr .
Let D be a subbundle of E . We define the (w-) orthocomplement 
DA of D to be the subbundle of E having fibre ( Dx ) x = (Dx) A over 
x e X . We say that D is symplectic, isotropic , coisotropic, or 
Lagrangian according as D n D1 = 0 , D c D1, D => DA , or 0 = D1 .
Let D be an isotropic subbundle of (E,u) . The symplectic 
normal bundle of D is the symplectic vector bundle (Da/D,u)q) over X 
with fibre (DA/D)x * DA/Dx and symPle c t 'ic fonn (“d x^ = (“ x^D over
x c X . Let L be an isotropic subspace of (V,fl) such that 
dim L = rank D . The pair (D,L) determines a reduction
Sp(E,u;D) -  {b e Sp(E,u ) | bL = D} (1.98)
of Sp(E,u) to structure group Sp(V,a ;L) . Modelling (Da/D,idd) 
on (L A/L,ftL ) , Sp(DA/D,u)p) 1s naturally  associated to Sp(E,u;D) 
via pL (1 .73 ).
I f  F is a polarization of (E ,u )  such that D® c F then 
Fq « F/D® is a polarization of (DA,/D,uD) ; moreover, FQ 1s positive 
(regular) i f f  F is positive (re g u la r).  For positive such F with 
r  -  rank 0 we have
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Proposition 1.25 : There exists a canonical isomorphism of 
complex line bundles
K D 8 Ar DŒ (1.99)
Proof: I f  D is Lagrangian then (1.99) is clear when K D = t .
Otherwise, view a ll  bundles in (1.99) as associated to Sp(E,u;D) . 
Recalling Remark 1.24 and omitting dependence on the X-variable, we 
nap
'  P(fe ) H- p(fe , ) 8 p(fe.) . (1.100)
p V  p ] fd L
That this is dependent only on the Sp(V,n;L)-orb1t of p e Sp(E,u-,D) 
is c le ar from Propositions 1.20 and 1.23.
□
Remark 1.26 : (1.99) 1s not s t r ic t ly  canonical, but depends only on
choices pertaining to the model L for D . We shall encounter this 
phenomenon again 1n the sequel, and shall call canonical any construction 
which 1s canonical modulo choices of model.
//
Before stating our next proposition we should make some comments 
on densities. Let B be a (real or complex) vector bundle with frame 
bundle Gi(B) relative to some model. I f  a c F  then the (complex)
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line bundle of a-densities on B is associated to Gn(B) via the 
character |Det| “ of the general linear group; we write
P°(B) = Gi.(B)( |Det|-a ) (1.101)
for this density bundle. For more information on densities see 
Blattner [B r ]  and Rawnsley [Ry2].
We say that the pair (F,G) of positive polarizations of (E,u>) 
is regular i f f  F n G is a subbundle of E^ . In this case, F n G = 
for some isotropic subbundle D of (E ,u ) ,  (Fp.Gp) is a transverse 
pair of positive polarizations of (Dx/D,ujd) , and we have the following 
generalization of (1 .95):
Proposition 1.27 : There exists a canonical nonsingular sesquilinear 
pairing
KF x K6 -►  P "2(D) . (1.102)
Proof: Apply Proposition 1.25 to both F and G . Since Fp n 5p * 0
FD r  twe have the pa ir ing  K x K ■+ t  analogous to (1.95). A D natu ra lly
se lf -p a ir s  In to  V (D) . The product o f  these pa ir ings i s  (1.102).
0
F in a lly  we make some remarks on sym plectic manifolds.
Let (X,u) be a symplectic manifold o f dimension 2m • thus.
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(TX,u>) is a symplectic vector bundle and j i s  closed as a 2-form.
We assume X to be connected.
We shall denote by C(X) the I-valued functions on X , by
k
x (X )  the complex vector fields on X , and by a (X) the complex 
k-forms on X . These (and the spaces and operations to be introduced 
below) have real analogues related to th e ir  complex counterparts by 
complexification; when we consider real analogues we shall state so 
e x p l ic i t ly .
C 2The complexification u e n (X) of u determines an isomorphism 
B :3£ (X) -  n V )  : ç «  ç-w1  . (1.103)
We define a linear map
ç : C(X) -*•*(X) (1.104)
by req u iring  that
B(ç^) -  d$ (1.105)
for $ e C(X) , and refer to ç. as the Hamiltonian vector f ie ld
♦
generated by * .
The Poisson bracket i s  defined on C(X) by
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When equipped with this bracket, C(X) becomes a (complex) Lie algebra -  
the (complex) Poisson algebra of (X ,u ) .
We denote by Hamg(X,uj) the sapce of a ll  n e3£(X) for which 
e(n) is closed and by Ham(X,u>) the space of all 5 « X ( X )  for which 
B(e) is exact. Under the standard bracket [ • , ' ]  of vector f ie lds , 
Hamg(X,iD) is a subalgebra of ifc(X) and Ham(X,u>) is an ideal in 
Hamg(X,u) .
I f  we endow I  with the t r iv i a l  bracket and embed C in C(X) 
as the constants, then we have the following central short exact sequence 
of (complex) Lie algebras:
0 •*> C -  C(X) -5 ->  Ham(X.u) -  0 . (1.107)
The preceding m aterial on (X,u) can be found detailed  in  Kostant 
[ K t l ].
Since the complex vector f ie ld  c on X l ie s  in Ham0(X,u) i f f  
the Lie derivative  L^w* van ishes, we have a natural Lie algebra morphism
-v : Ham0(X ,u ) -X (S p (T X ,w)) (1.108)
given by the l i f t i n g  o f  flows, with the property that t and c are
♦  *4» « C(X) »> {4,41} = 5^ 4» • (1.106)
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related by the bundle projection tt:Sp (TX,ui) -* X in the sense that
b c Sp(TX.«) -> w*(?b) - c , (b) • (1.109)
A polarization of (X,ui) is a polarization F of (TX.u) which
I
is involutive as a subbundle of TX -  thus
n-j,n2 e r(X;F) => [n^ng l « r(X;F) (1.110)
where r ( X ; - )  denotes sections over X .
Let II c X be open. We define
Cp(U) » u  £ C(U) | n « r(U ;F) *> n4> 3 0} (1 .111)
cJ(U) -  U  € C(U) | n « r(U;F) «> [£ ,nT e r(U ;F)}
9
(1 .112)
Cp(U) i s  a subalgebra o f  the Poisson algebra C(U) o f (U,u>|U) , 
and Cp(U) i s  an abelian ideal in Cp(U) . We denote the associated  
sheaves by Cp and Cp , and may refer to Cp as the sheaf o f (germs 
of) F-holomorph1c functions on X .
Let (F,G) be a p a ir  o f p o sit ive  po la r iza tion s o f (X,u) . We 
say that (F,G) i s  regular i f f  F + 5 (equ iva len tly , F o S) is  a
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subbundle of TX^ ; F n G is then automatically involutive. We 
say that (F,G) is strongly regular i f f  F + G is an involutive 
subbundle of TX®’ .
The positive polarization F of (X,w) is strongly regular i f f
(F ,F )  is strongly regular. In this case, X is covered by open sets
U which carry m-tuples ..........ipm) from Cp(U) such that
(dt)ij.......... ,d^m) a o f  bases over U (such an m-tuple
(ijij.......... ,<im) is called a local Cp -ch art);  moreover, i f  the closed
2
2-form e « n (X) vanishes on F then we may assume each U to carry 
a 1 -form a satisfying
o | F « O , d a “ 0| U .  (1.113)
See Rawnsley [R yl]  for details.
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52. The Metaplectic Representation.
The Heisenberg group N(V,n) has underlying manifold V x 1R 
and has multiplication given by
(^1 «t^ ) ( V2 »tg) = ( V1 +V2 ft i+ t2 _Jn(v-j,V2 ) ) (2.1)
for v-j,V2 « V and t j . t g  e 1R . N(V,n) is a simply-connected
connected Lie group with centre Z = {0 }  « 1R .
The Heisenberg algebra n(V,n) has underlying vector space V ® IR 
and has bracket given by
[v1» t1 ,v2«t2] * (0«-n(vl t v2))  (2.2)
for v^.Vg « V and t^ .tg  e R  . n(V,n) i s  a two-step n ilpotent
Lie algebra with centre z « {0} • F  .
We may (and sh a ll)  n a tu ra lly  ide n tify  n(V,n) with the Lie algebra  
o f N(V,n) in such a way that the exponential map becomes the identity  
on V x F  . The automorphism groups o f  N(V,n) (as a Lie group) and 
n(V,n) (as a Lie algebra) are isomorphic -  in p a rt icu la r , Aut N(V,n) 
i s  a Lie group.
I f  g « Sp(V,n) then
Ng : N(V,n) -  N(V.o) : (v . t )  *  (g v .t) (2.3)
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is an automorphism of N(V,n) ; this defines a Lie group monomorphism 
N:Sp(V,n) Aut N(V,fl) . (2 .4)
Remark 2.1 : The full automorphism group of N(V,fl) is a semidirect 
★
product of V by the conformal symplectic group of (V,n) .
//
I t  is  a consequence of Schur's lemma that in any irreducible 
unitary representation it of a Lie group, the centre must act by unitary 
scalars; n thus restricts to a unitary character of the centre, which 
we call the central character of ¥ .
The following classical result of Stone & von Neumann is central 
to our work.
Proposition 2.2 : Corresponding to each nonzero X e 1R there
e x is ts  (up to unitary equivalence) p rec ise ly  one irreduc ib le  
unitary representation o f N(V,n) in  which the centre Z 
acts as
(0 ,t )  •* e1Xt I (2.5)
for t  e R  , where I denotes the ide n tity  operator 
on the relevant (In fin ite -d im ensiona l complex) H ilb e rt space.
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Proof: See (for  example) the account in Rieffel CRt].
□
Remark 2.3 : A representation of N(V,n) as in Proposition 2.2 is 
near-faithful in the sense that i t  has discrete central kernel (equal
to { ( 0 ,  ) | K c 2Z}) .
A //
For our purposes i t  is convenient to consider an irreducible 
unitary representation
W:N(V,fl) -► Aut 1H ( 2 . 6 )
of N(V,n) on a Hilbert space 1H (having inner product 
and norm 1 1 • 1 ) with central character given by
t  « F  ■ > W(0,t) ■  e "Hr (2.7)
where H ■  h/2« for some h « F + .
We now proceed to Introduce the group Mpc (V,n) and i t s  metaplectic 
representation.
Proposition 2.4 : I f  g e Sp(V.fl) then there e x is ts  a unitary  
operator U on W such that
UW(v,t)U_1 -  W(gv,t) (2.8)
for a l l  (v , t )  c N(V,n)
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Proof: The irreducible unitary representations WoN^  and W have 
the same central character; the existence of U having the desired 
properties therefore follows from Proposition 2.2.
□
Remark 2.5 : By Schur's lemma, a unitary U satisfying (2.8) is 
unique modulo U ( l )  factors. Since (see Remark 2.3) W is near­
fa i th fu l ,  g is  uniquely determined by U in (2 .8 ) .  ^
We denote by Mpc (V,n) the set of unitary operators II on IH 
which satisfy (2 .8) for some g in Sp(V,£l) . In view of Remark 2.5 
we may define
o:Mpc (V,n) Sp(V,n) : U » g  (2.9)
when U c Aut H and g e Sp(V,n) s a t is fy  (2 .8 ).
Mpc (V,n) i s  a subgroup of AutIH and o i s  a morphism of groups; 
by Proposition 2.4, o 1s su rjec tive ; by Remark 2.5, the kernel o f  a 
co n s is ts  p rec ise ly  o f the un itary  sc a la r  m ultip les o f  I .
We sh a ll see (in  Remark 4.5) that Mpc (V,n) is  a Lie  group and
that
1 w. U ( l ) * *  Mpc (V,n) -2 ->  Sp(V,n) 1 (2.10)
1s a central short exact sequence o f  Lie groups.
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Remark 2.6 : (2.10) does not s p lit  : there exists no morphism
s:Sp(V,n) -► Mpc (V,ii) such that aos is the identity on Sp(V,n) .
See Proposition 4.11.
//
The representation u of Mpc (V,n) on IH coming from inclusion 
Mpc (V,n) c AutIH is known as the metaplectic representation. The 
metaplectic representation is ,  of course, both faithful and unitary.
I t  is not, however, irreducible; instead, i t  is the d ire c t  sum of two 
irreducibles. See Sternberg & Wolf CSW],
There is a unique unitary character n of Mpc(V ,n )  whose 
restr ictio n  to U ( l )  c Mpc (V,n) is the squaring map. The kernel of 
n is a connected double cover of Sp(V,n) which we denote by Mp(V,n) 
and call the metaplectic group of (V,n) . See Propositions 4.7, 4.13, 
7.3.
Let E c H  be the space of smooth vectors for W ; by definition 
E consists of those f  « H for which
N(V,n) -  (  : (v . t )  M. < W ( v , t ) f , f '^  (2.11)
1s a smooth map whenever f  ' « IH . E 1s a dense W -stable subspace 
o f IH .
The representation W d iffe re n tia te s  on E to g ive  a representation
ft : n(V,n) -  End E ( 2. 12)
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of the Heisenberg algebra, defined by
W(v • t ) f  -  ^  (W (s v ,s t ) f } j s=0 (2.13)
and satisfying
[ i l ( Vl 9 t j ) , A ( v 2 9 t 2) ] f  = |gn(vr v2)f (2.14)
for v t  t  , V| 9 tj ’ v2 ® tg 6 n (V,n) and f e E . Thus W 
provides a representation of the (Heisenberg) canonical commutation 
relations.
By universa lity , W naturally gives rise to a representation 
(also denoted il) of the universal enveloping algebra N(V,n) of 
n(V,£l) on E . As u ranges over N(V,n) , the seminorms
endow E with the structure of a Frechet space. Let E' be the 
space of a ll  conjugate-linear functionals on E which are continuous 
1n the Frechet topology, and equip E' with the weak-star topology. 
The Inner product on 1H gives us an embedding of IH in E* and we 
have a rigged Hilbert space
E -1 R  : f  h. 11 i i(u )f  I Ijn (2.15)
E c F * *  E' . (2.16)
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The representations W (of N(V,n) on IH) and W (of n(V,CJ) 
on E) admit unique continuous extensions to E' (denoted by the 
same symbols) which are compatible in the sense that the extension of 
W is the derivative of the extension of W . We further extend li 
by complex l in e a r ity  to obtain a representation
of the complexified Heisenberg algebra. We shall have more to say on 
the subject of differentiated representations in 55, 56, and 57.
Some remarks on concrete realizations (o r  models) of W are in 
order.
The group Mpc (V,n) of course depends on W and should therefore 
more properly be denoted Mpc(V,£i:W) . The dependence on W is ,  
however, natural in the following sense.
Remark 2,7 : Suppose that for j  * 1,2
if1 : n(V,tl)® End E 1 (2.17)
Wj : N(V,0) -r Aut Wj (2.18)
i s  an irreduc ib le  un itary  representation with
(2.19)
By the Stone & von Neumann theorem, there exists a unitary operator 
S:li.| -*• Hg which intertwines and W2 . By Schur's lemma, S is 
unique modulo U ( l )  . Conjugation
Mpc(V,£l:W1) -  Mpc (V,n:W2) : U »• SUS' 1 (2.20)
is  consequently an isomorphism o f Lie groups, w e ll-de fined  independently 
o f the choice o f S . ^
The group Mpc (V,n) and i t s  m etaplectic representation are thus 
in theory e sse n t ia lly  independent o f  the choice o f  model fo r  W . In  
practice, however, there are d ifferences among the models, and one may 
be more convenient than another.
The standard concrete re a liz a t io n  o f  W 1s the Schrodinger model, 
in  which H 1s the H ilb e rt space L*(Rm) , E the Schwartz space 
S(Rm) o f  rap id ly-decreasing functions, and E ' the space S ' (Fm) o f  
tempered d is tr ib u t io n s .  Unfortunately the m etap lectic  representation  
has only been written down e x p lic it ly  on ce rta in  generating subgroups 
1n th is  model.
In  the Bargmann-Segal (BS) model as developed by Rawnsley [Ry5] 
from Ideas o f  Bargmann CBnl] [Bn2] and Segal [S t ]  , H , E and E 1 
are a l l  spaces o f  entire  functions on Cm sub ject to certain  growth 
conditions, and one can write down the m etaplectic representation In  
e x p lic it  form.
- 46
For these reasons we shall discuss the metaplectic representation 
in terms o f  the BS model. Since i t  seems to be l i t t l e  known, we 
consider i t  appropriate to present an account of the BS model (based 
on Rawnsley CRy5]), for which the following section provides the 
foundation.
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S3. Fock spaces and Gaussian integrals.
Recall that (V ,n ) is a 2m-dimensional real symplectic vector 
space equipped with a Hilbert structure J , giving rise to the 
Hermitian inner product
<vl t v2> = n (Jv 1,v2) + in (v r v2) (3.1)
on the complex vector space . We denote by |•| the norm on VJ 
coming from <•,*>
Let p e R  . We denote by up the (Gaussian) measure on V 
having density function ep , given by
ep(z) « h"m(l ♦  |z|2 )P e x p (-  (3.2)
fo r  z e V , re la t iv e  to the Lebesgue measure on V normalized
by <•,•> .
We denote by Fp(V,fl;J) the space o f  holomorphic f-valued  
functions on VJ which are square-integrable with respect to vp . 
Fp(V ,n ;J ) i s  a H ilb e rt space with inner product (* .* )p  9*ven by
( f l * V p i
(3.3)
</
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for f i  , f 2 « Fp(V ,iJ ;J )  . We write l l ’ l l p for the norm induced 
by (*»" )p • the special case that p is zero, we write IH in 
place of Fq (V,£J;J) .
Remark 3.1 : We extend ( - ,  * )q to all  those pairs f j , f 2 holo
morphic d-valued functions on for which i t  makes sense; thus
(3.4)
is defined whenever f^?2 v0-integrable. In particu lar, i f  
f j  « F_p (V ,n ;J )  and f2 e Fp(V ,n ;J )  for some p e ]R then ( f , , f 2)0 
is defined and
s I 11-pi I ^ H p  •
For v « V we define ev :V -*■ C by
(3.5)
//
e (z ) -  exp —  <z,v> (3.6)
v 2M
for z « V . I f  v e V and p « IR then ev l i e s  1n Fp(V ,n ;J) ; 
i ndeed
Proposition  3.2 : The lin e a r  span o f  the se t (« v |v « V) i s  dense
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in Fp (V ,n ;J )  for every p c K  , 
Proof: See Bargmann [Bn2].
□
exp ZfT <z,w> provides a reproducing kernel fo r  IH = FQ (V,n;J) :
Proposition 3.3 : I f  f « H  and z e V then
f (z )  -  ( f .ez )0 • (3.7)
Proof: See Bargmann [B n l] .
0
By virtue of the fact that IH admits a reproducing kernel, all 
bounded line ar operators on ti can be expressed as integral operators:
Proposition 3.4 : Let A : H ■* H be a bounded lin e a r  operator. Then 
a(z,w ) -  (Aew*ez )o m (* • „ ) (* )  (3.8)
1s an In tegra l kernel fo r A 1n the sense that 
(A f ) (z )  -  Ja(z,w)f(w)du0 (w) (3.9)
whenever f  c H  and z « V .
*
Proof: Let A be the ( • ,• )Q-ad jo in t o f  A . Then by Proposition
3.3 we have
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( A f ) ( z )  = (A f,e z ) 0 
= (f .A ^ e ^ o
=* J f ( w ) ( A % z )(w)du0 (w)
= j f ( w ) ( A % z ,ew)0du0(w)
* Jf(w)(Aew,ez)0dp0(w) .
Remark 3.5 : Observe that a(z,w) i s  holomorphic in  z 
holomorphic in w .
//
Define F c n  by
F -  0 F (V ,n;J)
pe F  P
and topologize F as a countably normed space using {| 
The sequence (-f^ )^_i 1n F converges to f t  F i f f  
as k -  fo r every p « TL . Define
F1 -  U F fV .n jJ )  . 
pc F  p
□
and a n t i-
(3.10) 
I *1 l p I P « Z >  •
I I V f M p * °
(3.11)
The sequence In  F ' converges (weakly) to f  * F* i f f  a l l
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the f. (k e IN) belong to some fixed F (V , i l ;J )  (p e 1R) andK p
| |f^-f| |p 0 as k -► «  . Moreover:
Proposition 3.6 : I f  <♦>:F -► a is a continuous conjugate-linear
functional then there exists a unique f  e F ' such that
h « F => *(h) -  ( f . h ) Q . (3.12)
Conversely, i f  f  e F' then (3.12) defines a continuous 
conjugate-linear functional $:F C .
Proof: See Bargmann [Bn2].
□
For more deta il on these Fock spaces F^(V,n;J) (a long with 
many other to p ics) we refer to Bargmann's rather thorough accounts 
[B n l], CBn2].
In  our d iscu ssion  o f  the Bargmann-Segal model we sh a ll need to 
evaluate certain Gaussian in te g ra ls ,  to which we turn next.
Let A ■  A (V,n;J) denote the se t o f  a l l  e 1n G i(V J ) fo r  which
v c V\{0) ■ > Re<0v,v> > 0 . (3.13)
Referring to B la ttner CBr], A i s  a con tractib le  open subset o f 
Gt(VJ ) contain ing the id e n t ity ; consequently, there i s  a unique
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continuous function Det* : A (V ,n ;J ) C such that
e e A (V ,n ;J )  => (Det^e)2 = Dete 
& DetJ I = 1 .
(3.14)
Proposition  3.7 : Let Z-j and Z2 l ie  in V
( i )  I f  e ith e r  Z.| or Z^ l ie s  in  V then 
( I - Z ^ )  £ 6 1  (VJ )
( i i )  I f  ( I - Z 2Z1) l ie s  in  Gt(VJ ) then 
( I - Z 2Z1) £ A .
P ro o f: See Rawnsley [Ry5]. For ( i )  see a lso  Proposition  1.21 in  
conjunction with Propositions 1.8, 1.11, 1.17 ( i 1 ), noting that 
r c Lag+(V,n) i s  o f type (0,0) I f f  Zr e V .
□
For Z j,Zg  « P and a^.a^.w c V le t
4 (Z1,Z2;a 1,a2 ;w) ■  <w,Z1w> + <Z2w,w> + 2<a1 ,w> + 2<w,a2> . (3.15)
For Z j,Z2 « V  such that ( I-Z 2Z^) e G i(VJ ) and for a^,a2 « V
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we define
'I*(^i »Z2I^i »^2) ~ 2* (  ^ *^2> +
(3.16)
< ( I — , ^1*1> * K( )  ^2^2’ ^2> 1
Proposition 3.8 : Let ,Z2 « P and a.| ,a2 e v •
( I -Z 2Z1) e G*(VJ ) then
I ( Z 1,Z2;a1,a2 ) = j  exp ^  ♦(Z1,Z2 ;a] ,a2 ;w)du0 (w) (3.17)
exists and we have the formula
I ( Z 1>Z2;a1,a2) -  Det* ( I - Z ^  r ’ exp . Z ^  ,a2) . (3.18)
Proof: See Rawnsley [R y5 ],
□
This eva luation  o f  a Gaussian In te gra l w il l  su ff ic e  fo r  our 
d iscu ssion  o f  the m etaplectic representation I t s e l f ;  when we come to 
consider the d iffe re n t ia te d  form we sh a ll require:
Proposition  3.9 : Let v.a^ ,a2 c V . le t  e £ sp(V,n) , and le t  
Z ,Z 1tZ2 < 0 w ith ( I-Z 2Z.|) £ G i(VJ ) .
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( i )  |<v,w>exp <)i(Z1,Z2;a1 ,a2;w)cKi0(w) =
<(I-Z2Z1 ) v.Z^a  ^ + a2>I( Z i .Z 2 ;a  ^ ,a2)
( i i )  |<Açw,w>exp ^  ♦ (Z ,0 ;a1 ,a2 ;w)du0 (w) =
{2KTrAçZ + 2<AçZal t a2> + <AçZa.j ,Za.j > + <Aça2 ,a 2>) I (Z,0;a1
(3.19)
(3.20)
Proof: Both parts come from Proposition  3.8 by d iffe re n t ia t io n
(under the in te g ra l).  In ( i )  we d iffe re n t ia te  with respect to a^  ; 
in  (11) we d iffe ren tia te  I(Z ,Z g  ;a^,a2 ) along the one-parameter
subgroup g t * exp t?  . We omit d e ta ils ,  merely recording the formula
| î (0eti(I-Z9tZ )-')|t . 0 - i T r * tZ (3.21)
(See Proposition 1.6 (11)).
□
Remark 3.10 : We obtain further formulae o f In te re st  and value by 
repeated d iffe re n t ia t io n  o f the formulae in  Proposition  3.8.
//
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§4. The Bargmann-Segal Model.
The Bargmann-Segal (BS) representation
W:N(V,fl) -*■ Aut H (4.1)
i s  defined on H = Fg(V ,n;J) by
(W (v ,t )f)(z )  = exp{- ^  t  + < 2 z -v ,v> }f(z -v ) (4 .2 )
fo r  (v ,t )  « N(V,n) , f  c H , and z e V . W i s  an irreducib le  
un itary  representation (see K o b a y a sh i [ K i ]  ) which s a t i s f ie s  
the condition (2 .7 ).
The space E o f smooth vectors fo r  W i s  p rec ise ly  the space 
F (3.10):
E -  fl F (V ,n;J) . (4 .3 )
pc F  p
Moreover the topology on F coincides with that on E ■  F defined 
by the seminorms (2.15). By v irtue  o f  the d u a lity  1n Proposition
3.6 we may Id e n tify  the (con jugate -linear weak-star) dual E ' o f  
E with the space F* (3.11):
E* -  U F (V ,n ;J) . 
pc F  p
(4.4)
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The differentiated representation W is given by the formula
(W (v « t ) f ) ( z )  = -  J j f t f U )  + ^ < z , v > f ( z )  -  dfz (v ) (4 .5)
for v *t e n (V,n ) , f  e E , and z e V .
Remark 4.1 : Of course, (4 .5 )  makes sense for any holomorphic function 
f:V^ S and indeed defines the extension
W : n(V,n) -►  End E' . (4.6)
However, o f the spaces E,Fp(V,n;J) , E‘ , only E and E ‘ are 
W-stable.
//
Having defined the BS model, we can consider the concomitant 
metaplectic representation. Recall from i2 that Mpc (V,n) consists  
o f a l l  those un itary  operators U on H which s a t is fy
(v .t )  c N(V,0) -> W (gv,t) -  UWiv.tJU'1 (4.7)
fo r  some g < Sp(V,n) and that we w rite o(U) -  g when (4.7) holds.
As bounded lin ear operators on M , elements o f Mpc (V,R) 
possess in te gra l kernels (see Proposition 3.4). By means o f our
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parametrization of Sp(V,ft) (see §1) and our evaluation of Gaussian 
integrals (see §3), we can make these integral kernels e x p lic it  as 
follows.
Proposition 4.2 : Let g e Sp(V,n) . I f  U e Mpc (V ,n ) is such that 
o(U) = g then the integral kernel u of U has the form
u(z,w) = xexpirr(2<C 1z,w>-<z,Z ,z>-<Z w,w>( (4 .8 )
9 9* 9
for some X e I  satisfying
|x2DetCg | * 1 . (4.9)
Conversely, i f  X £ (t s a t is f ie s  (4.9) then (4.8) 
defines the in tegra l kernel o f an element U e Mpc(V,n) 
such that a(U) * g .
Proof: We o ffe r  an ou tline , re fe rr in g  to Rawnsley CRy53 for
am p lifica tion . Let (4.7) hold. Then, 1n p a rt icu la r ,
W(gv,t)Uew -  UW(v,t)ew (4.10)
fo r  t  c R  and v,w e V . Rearrangement o f  (4.10) followed by 
d iffe re n t ia t io n  with respect to v gives the d if fe re n t ia l equation
du(z,w)(gv .v ) “ 2K i< z *9y> + <v,w>)u(z,w) (4.11)
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for z,w,v c V . In view of Remark 3.5, du, > (y ,x) is J - l in e a r
Vz *w /
in y  and J -a n til in e a r  in x ; taking linear and a ntilinear parts 
of (4.11) and rearranging gives
du(z,w )(v ,°) = W  {<cgl v »w> - < z»z _-|V>}u(z,w) 
du(z ,w)(° .v) * ^  {<Cg] z,v> - <Zgv,w>}u(z,w) .
(4.12)
The differential equations (4.12) have solution (4 .8 )  for X e t  .
2 2
The unitary nature of U forces I IeoI Io = I IUeo^10 • but
2
||eo l l 0 a eo(°) * 1 and an application of Proposition 3.8 shows
2 2that 11Ueg11q »  |x Det Cg | , whence (4 .9 ) .  The converse is established 
by reversing the argument.
□
O c
We refer to (x ,g )  e I  x Sp(V.n) as the parameters of U e Mp (v,n) 
( in  the notation of Proposition 4 .2 ) .
Proposition 4.3 : I f  U e Mpc (V,n) has kernel u and parameters
*
(X ,g ) then the kernel u* o f  U I s  given  by
u*(z,w) -  u(w,z) (4.13)
* . . 1
and U has parameters (X,g ) •
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Proof: u*(z,w) <U*e„.e2 )0
< V Uez>0
u(w,z) .
□
We can now describe the group m ultiplication (by composition) 
of Mpc (V ,n ) in terms of integral kernels and parameters.
Proposition 4.4 : I f  U.j,U2 « Mpc (V ,n ) have kernels u^,u2 and
parameters (x^. )  , (X2,g2 ) then the kernel u of U^U2 
is given by
u(z,w) -  ju^z .vJU g iv.w Jdp Q iv) 
and U-jU2 has parameters 
(AjXgDet^(I-Zq ^ - l ) *^1^2^ *
1 92
(4.14)
(4.15)
Proof: Using Proposition 4.3 we compute u as fo llow s:
u(z,w) (U1U2ew,ez)o
(U2ew,Ul #z)o
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= |(*J2ew) ( v ) ( ui ez ) ( v ) dyQ(v )
= jugiv.wJu^z.vîduQÎv) .
Let (X,g) be the parameters of U-jUg . Since a is a group 
morphism, we see at once that g = g - ^  i to determine X , evaluate 
(4.14) at z = w * 0 with the aid of Proposition 3.8.
0
Remark 4.5 : We see now that Mpc (V,n ) is a Lie group (diffeomorphic 
to U ( l )  « Sp(V,n)) and that (2.10) is a central short exact sequence 
of Lie groups.
//
Remark 4.6 : On the strength of Propositions 4.2 and 4.4 we may with 
impunity regard Mpc (V ,n ) as the Lie group with underlying manifold
{ (X,g) « C x Sp(V.n) | |x2Det Cg | -  1} (4.16)
1n which the product (X ^ ,g 1)•(x2g2 ) 1s given by (4 .1 5 ).
//
Proposition 4.7 : A unitary character
n:Mpc (V ,n )  -  U ( l )  (4.17)
is defined by the prescription 
n(U) -  X2 Det Cg (4.18)
-  6 1
for U « Mpc (V,Jl) with parameters (X »g ) . 
n restricts  to U ( l )  Mpc(V,n) as the squaring map.
Proof: A routine computation based on Propositions 1.3 and 4.4
reveals that n is a character. The unitary nature of n follows 
from Proposition 4.2. That n|U(l) is the squaring map is clear.
□
We shall see ( in  Proposition 7.3) that n is the unique unitary 
character of Mpc (V,n) whose restriction  to U(1) is the squaring 
map. Recall that we refer to the kernel of n as the metaplectic 
group Mp(V,fl) . (2.10) re s tr ic ts  to a central short exact sequence
1 Mp(V,n) - 2 U  Sp(V,r.) ♦ 1 (4.19)
o f Lie groups.
We turn now to a consideration  o f maximal compact groups.
For convenience le t  us denote the un itary  group U (V,n;J) simply 
by U(V) . Denote by MUC(V) the fu l l  preimage o f  U(V) = Sp(V,n) 
under o:Hpc (V,n) Sp(V,n) . MUC(V) i s  a maximal compact subgroup 
of Mpc (V,n) and (2.10) r e s t r ic t s  to a central short exact sequence 
o f Lie groups
1 -►  U(1 ) —  MUC(V) a U(V) 1 . (4.20)
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The action of MUC(V) in the metaplectic representation i 
one we should expect:
Proposition 4.8 : In the metaplectic representation
u:Mpc(V,n) -*• Aut H 
c
the action of U e MU (V) is given by 
(U f ) ( z )  = x f(g -1 z)
for f  e H and z e V when U has parameters
(A.g) •
Proof: Since C = g and Z »  0 , U has kernel
----------  9 9
u(z,w ) * x exp ^  <g_1z,w> 
and therefore
( U f ) ( z )  -  x jf(w) exp ^  «g^z.vodvgiw)
■  x (f,e  » )q 
9 *
-  x f(g _1z) .
s the
(4.21)
(4.22)
As a co ro lla ry  we have
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Proposition 4.9 : The taking of parameters gives a Lie 
group isomorphism
MUC(V) -  U ( l )  x U(V) (4.23)
and the sequence (4.20) is s p lit  by the morphism
U(V) -  MUC(V) : g »■ (1 ,g) (4.24)
(given in parametric form).
Proof: Clear from (4.22) of Proposition 4.8.
□
We refer to the kernel of n on MUC(V) as the metaunitary 
group MU(V) . MU(V) is maximal compact in Mp(V,n) ana (2.10) 
restricts to a central short exact sequence of Lie groups
1 - Z 2 MU(V) —  > U(V) h. 1 (4.25)
In contrast to Proposition 4.9 we have:
Proposition 4.10 : The sequence (4.25) does not s p l i t  when V f  0 .
Proof: Let s:U(V) -*■ MU(V) be a morphism which sp lits  (4 .2 5 ) ;  in
parameters, write
s(9) - (*g .g)
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for g e U (V), thus defining a unitary character A:U(V) -*■ U ( l )  
which satisfies
g e U(V) => A2 Det g = 1 .
Since the special unitary group
SU(V) = {g e U(V) | Det g = 1}
is connected and Aj * 1 , X restricts  to SU(V) with constant
value 1. Under the assumption that V $ 0 , we may choose g e U(V)
2 2to have Det g = -1 so that Ag = -1 . Since Det g * 1 we have 
g2 e SU(V) whence X 2 ■ 1 • This contradicts the m u lt ip lic a tiv ity
As a co ro lla ry , we ju s t ify  Remark 2.6:
Proposition 4.11 : The sequence (2.10) does not s p l i t  when V  ^ 0 .
P roof: Suppose s:Sp (V ,n ) -*• Mpc (V,n) to be a s p l i t t in g  o f  (2.10).
nos 1s then a (un itary) character o f  the connected sem1s1mple L ie  
group Sp(V,n) , and 1s therefore t r iv ia l .  Consequently, s 1s 1n 
fact a s p l i t t in g  o f (4.19), and re s tr ic t io n  to U(V) gives a s p l i t t in g  
o f (4.25). This contrad icts Proposition 4.10.
□
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Remark 4.12 : Intermediate to Propositions 4.10 and 4.11 is the 
nonsplit nature of the sequence (4.19) when V $ 0 .
Proposition 4.13 : Mp(V,n) is connected when V + 0 .
Proof: Since Sp(V,n) is connected we need only show that the
elements (±1, I )  of TL^  = ker a|Mp(V,n) can be joined by a path in 
Mp(V,n) . Choose a J-stable subspace L c V of complex dimension one. 
I f  t  e F  then
//
(cos 2nt) I + (sin 2irt)J on L
«
..........  * t  ^  ------------
the iden tity  on L1 , so that Det C
l ie s  in  U(V) and C * gt  i s  m u ltip lica tio n  by e2 llit on L and
g : [0 ,1 ] -  U(V) c Sp(V,n)
i s  a smooth loop a t I and defin ing
\ : F  U ( l)  : t  m. e_1Tlt
gives a smooth path
(x ,g) : [0 ,1 ]-M U (V ) c Mp(V,n)
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from (1 ,1 ) to ( -1 ,1 )
□
Remark 4.14 : We could of course have allowed L to have arbitrary 
odd dimension over C . Had the complex dimension of L been even, 
then the l i f t  (X ,g )  : [0 ,1 ]  ■* MU(V) would have been a smooth loop 
at (1 ,1 )  .
//
We could continue in this vein, establishing well-known (and not 
so well-known) properties of the metaplectic representation in the 
Bargmann-Segal context, but lack of space prohibits an extensive 
account. I t  should by now be clear, however, that the BS model is 
particularly  well-suited to dealing with the metaplectic representation. 
In the coming sections we shall see further evidence in support of this 
viewpoint.
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§5. Vacuum States fo r  Polarizations.
Following Kostant CKt21 we refer to elements of E' as symplectic 
spinors for (V,fl) . In this section we shall be primarily concerned 
with symplectic spinors annihilated by positive polarizations as follows. 
Each r e Lag+(V,n) can be considered as an abelian Lie algebra 
embedded in n(V,ii)® and so carries a representation on E' coming 
from WC by re s tr ictio n . We shall see (in  Proposition 5.4) that the 
r -inva ria n t  vectors for this representation form a one-dimensional 
complex subspace of E' .
In the BS model, the representation of n(V,fi)® on E' 
takes the form
WC((v l+ 1v2 ) 9 ( t 1+i t 2 ) ) f ( z )  » -  ( t ]+1t2 ) f ( z )
+ <*«vi - Jv2> f ( z ) -  d f j ^ + J V g )
(5.1)
fo r  V| t  t| , v2 0 t 2 « n(V,n) , f  « E ' , and z « V ; see (4 .5 ). 
Note that d fz 1s ®-l1near on 1n view o f  the hoiom orphlcity of 
f  . Of course, (5 .1 ) makes sense whenever f:V^ C 1s holomorphic.
Proposition 5.1 : Let r « Lag+ (V,n) . I f  f:V^ C i s  holomorphic 
and s a t is f ie s
v « r ■ > WC(v • 0 )f  ■  0 (5.2)
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then f  1s of the form
z e V ■*> f ( z )  = X exp ^  <ztZj,z> (5 .3 )
for some X c I  .
Proof: By means of the Z-transform (1.49) we see that (5 .2 )  holds
I f f
V e V »> df2(v )  = <Z,Zr v> f(z ) . (5 .4 )
The differential equations (5 .4 )  have holomorphic solutions (5 .3) 
for X e C .
□
I f  r  £ Lag+(V ,n ) then we define the holomorphic function 
fr :VJ + t  by
z « V -> f r (z) -  exp ^  <z,Zr z> . (5.5)
Proposition 5.2 : I f  r e Lag^V .n ) then f j . c E '  .
Proof: An elementary an a ly s is  based on F u b in l's  theorem reveals
that fj. l ie s  1n F_r (r j(V ,n ;J) c E ' •
Remark 5.3 : I f  r i s  o f  type (0,0) then f  a c tu a lly  l ie s  1n E .
//
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I f  r is a polarization of (V,n) then, by virtue of (1 .34), 
r is an abelian (complex) Lie algebra embedded in n(V,n)^ , thus
r n(V,n)® : v **• v 8 0 . (5 .6)
The composite of (2.17) and (5 .6 )  is a representation of r on E* :
i»r : r -► End E' . (5 .7)
Me now have the result stated at the outset of this section.
Proposition  5,4 : I f  r  i s  a p o s it ive  p o la r iza tion  o f  (V,n) then 
the subspace ( E ' ) r o f  E ' ann ih ilated  by Wr 1s the 
complex lin e  spanned by f p .
Proof: Immediate from Propositions 5.1 and 5.2.
□
I f  r « Lag+ (V,n) then we refer to the space ( E ' ) r o f  symplectlc 
spinors ann ih ila ted  by r as the vacuum sta te  fo r  r.
I f  the p o la r iza tio n  r o f  (V.ft) I s  not p o s it iv e  then the
In varian t subspace ( E ' ) r fo r  lir 1s zero. Passing to the Lie  
*
algebra cohomology H ( r ; E •) o f  r with values 1n E* (regarded
• ras a r-module via W ) ,  Blattner & Rawnsley [BR] have established 
the following.
Proposition 5.5 : Let r c Lag(V®,n®) be an arbitrary  polarization 
of (V,n) . H ^ r j E ' )  is a complex line i f f  p = i ( r )  
and is zero otherwise.
Proof: See Blattner & Rawnsley [BR].
□
Throughout this work we shall mainly be interested in positive 
polarizations (though in passing we may remark on the general case).
The metaplectic action of Mpc (V,n) on the symplectic spinors 
annihilated by positive polarizations is readily determined as follows 
(compare Proposition 1 .20).
Proposition 5.6 : I f  r  lies in Lag+(V,n) and U « Mpc(V,fl) 
has parameters (x ,g )  then
Ufr -  X Detl (I+ZgZr ) -1 f gr . (5 .8)
Proof: Differentiation of (4 .7 )  with respect to the N(V,n)
variable yields
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from which i t  follows (by complexification) that Ufp e ( E ' ) ^ r ,
so that (by Proposition 5.4) Ufr = ufgr for some y e t .  To 
find y , evaluate at zero:
v = (Ufr ) (0 )
= <fr .U*e0 )0
= X D B t ^ I+ Z g Z j . ) ' 1
using Propositions 3.8 and 4.3 (and the clear extension of Proposition 
3.3 to the context of Remark 3.1).
Ü
I f  r i s  a p o la r iza tion  o f (V ,n) then (re ferrin g  to (1.40)) 
we denote by Mpc (V,il;r) the fu l l  preimage o f  Sp(V,fl;r) c Sp(V,n) 
under a:Mpc (V,n) -►  Sp(V,n) .
I f  r  « Lag+ (V,n) then (in  view o f  Proposition  5.6) the complex 
lin e  ( E ') r 1s mapped to I t s e l f  under the metaplectlc action  of 
Mpc (V,fl;r) , defin ing a character
xr : Mpc (V ,n ;r) -  i (5.9)
given by
xr (U) -  X D et^ I+ZgZ j,)*1 (5.10)
when U < Mpc (V ,n ;r) has parameters (X ,g ) . Mpc (V ,n ;r) supports
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other characters: among them being nr = n|Mpc (V,n ;r )  and 
Detj.00 .
Proposition 5.7 : I f  r e Lag+(V,n) then
(tj, )2 • Dttj.00 = nr . (5.11)
Proof: Let U e Mpc (V,i2;r) have parameters (x ,g )  . Then we have
n(U) -  {X Deti (I+ZgZr ) _1) 2{Det(Cg(I+ZgZr ) ) }  . (5.12)
(5.11) now follows from (1.53) (5.10) and (5.12).
□
Remark 5.8 : I f  r i s  an a rb itra ry  p o la r iza tio n  o f  (V,n) then 
Mpc (V,£J;r) acts on the complex lin e  H ^ r ^ (r ;E ')  and the character 
tj, o f  Mpc (V ,n ;r) so defined continues to s a t is f y  (5 .11 ). See B lattner  
& Rawnsley CBR] fo r  d e ta ils .
//
The fo llow ing re su lt  should be compared with Propositions 1.17(11) 
and 1.21 :
Proposition  5.9 : I f  (r^.Tg) 1s a transverse p a ir  o f p o sit ive  
p o la r iza tion s o f (V,n) then (* .* )o  r e s t r ic t s  to 
define a nonsingular sesqu111near p a ir in g
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r r
(E ‘ ) 1 x (E ‘ ) 2 -► (I and
( f  , f  )Q = Det*(I-Z Z f 1 . (5.13)
r l 12 u 2 1
Proof: An instance of Proposition 3.8.
□
Remark 5.10 : In order to determine the way in which the pairing 
(5.13) transforms under the action of g e Sp(V,n) on Lag+(V,n) , 
we can either proceed as in Rawnsley [Ry51 or apply Proposition 5.6; 
we obtain
t V , , V 2, o '  | t e t c g | te t,(1 * V s )D' * ! < I *Z9 V <frr V 0 • <5' ,4 )
//
I f  L i s  a Lagrangian subspace o f  (V,n) then L* « Lag+(V,fl) 
(indeed, L® has type (m,0) ; moreover, a l l  type (m,0) p o la r iza tio n s  
o f (V,n) a r ise  1n th is  way). The re su lts  o f  th is  section  consequently 
have Im p lications fo r  L . In  the next section  we consider the case o f  
an Iso tro p ic  subspace o f (V,n) which 1s not Lagrangian.
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§6. Passing to Symplectic Normals.
Let L be an isotropic subspace of (V,n) such that 
L *  0 + LX/L .
We denote by (E 1)^ the space of all vectors in E' which are 
annihilated by L in the representation W , thus
( E ' ) L = { f  e E' | t e L »  N(t «  0 )f  * 0} . (6 .1 )
This extends the concept of vacuum state from §5. However, as we 
shall see in Proposition 6 .4 , ( E ' ) L is infinite-dimensional as
l V l + 0 .
Proposition 6.1 : ( E ' ) L c £' is stable under W(v,0) for v « L1
and W(v,0) acts t r i v i a l l y  on (E 1)*" for v « L . Thus 
W induces a representation
WL :N(La/L,Ol ) A u t (E ' )L . (6 .2 )
• •
Proof: For convenience, write W(v) ■ W(v,0) and W(v) ■ W(v ® 0) 
for v « V . I f  v.j ,Vg e V then
W t v ^ W f v ^ W ^ ) -1 ■ exp n(Vj ,v2 )W(v2)
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which upon differentiation yields
[W(V l ),W(v2) ]  = ^  n (v 1,v 2)W(v1) . (6.3)
I f  f  « (E 1)*" and v-| e L1 then (6 .3 )  implies 
v2 « L => W(v2)W(v^)f * 0
whence W(v^)f e ( E ' ) L . This establishes the L1 -s t a b i l i t y  of 
(E 1)*" c E ‘ . I f  f  e (E 1)*- then Integration of the constraint
v « L *> W (v)f * 0
along one-parameter subgroups shows that 
v e L ■> W (v)f * f
whence L acts t r i v i a l l y  on ( E ' ) L . We may thus define (6.2) by
WL (vL v . t )  -  W (v,t)| (E*)L (6.4)
fo r  v c L1 and t  « P  . I t  1s routine to check that W*" is  a 
representation.
□
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Let us denote f  by f. f°r convenience; thus 
r L L
z e V => f L (z )  = exp <z,ZLz> .
Since L® c r L i t  is imnediate that « ( E ' ) L •
Proposition 6.2 : I f  f  e (E 1)*" then 
f * (foPL ) - f L .
Proof: I f  g:V^ 0 is holomorphic then
W(v«0)(gfL ) ( z )  = -  f L (z)dgz (v)
for v € L and z e V ; consequently gfL e ( E ' ) L i f f  dg 
for a l l  z « V . Since dgz 1s J-11near for a ll  z « V 1 
that
gf^ e ( E ') L <■ > (z e V •> dgz |L#JL = 0) .
Now suppose f  « (E ' )L and define g by 
f  -  g - f L •
From (6 .8 ), g equals hoP|_ for some holomorphic function  
since f J VL s i »  1t 1s c lear that h ■  f|VL .
(6.5)
( 6 . 6 )
(6 .7 )
follows
( 6 . 8)
h:VL 8 ; 
□
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Let E|_ c |^_ c be the r ^99ed H ilb e rt space in  the BS model
for (LA/L.QL;JL ) . Recall that we id e n tify  (VL,n| VL;J | VL ) and
, v
(L /L,tlL ;JL ) by means o f (1.77).
Proposition 6.3 : ( i )  I f  f e (E •) L then
f|VL £ .
( i i ) I f  h c E^ then
(hoPL ) . f L £ (E 1) L .
Proof; Holomorphlcity i s  c le a r ; we need only check the appropriate  
growth conditions.
( i )  I f  p < 0 , Zj £ VL , z2 £ L9JL , then
(1 ♦  |z1|2 )p( l  + |z2|2)P s  (1 + |z1+z2|2)p . (6.9)
Applying the Fub in l-Tone lli theorem to (6.9) we see that 1f 
f  £ Fp(V ,0;J) for some p < 0 then f|VL £ Fp (VL ,o|VL JJ|VL ) and
I M V l I I p s ( l ! f LM pr 1||f||p . (6.10)
(11) I f  p < 0 , z, < VL , z2 c L I  JL , then
(1 ♦  |z1+z2 |2 )2p s  (1 ♦  |z1|2 )p (1 + |z2|2)p . ( 6 . 11)
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Applying the Fubini-Tonelli theorem to (6.11) we see that i f
h e Fp(VL ,n|VL;J|VL ) for some p <- dim L then (hoPL) - f L e F^piV.n-.J)
and
| I ( hopL )*fL l l 2p s ( I I f L I Ip ) I IhI Ip •
□
We now have the following description of (E ' )L :
Proposition 6.4 : A topological linear isomorphism
Rl : (E*)L -  E  ^
is defined by
R|_f -  f|vL 
fo r  f  « ( E ' ) L .
Proof: That RL i s  a w e ll-defined  lin e a r  isomorphism 1s c le ar from
Proposition  6.2 and 6.3. That RL 1s a c tu a lly  an Isomorphism of  
topo log ica l vector spaces i s  a consequence o f the norm estim ates (6.10) 
(6.12) 1n view o f the comments preceding Proposition  3.6.
□
Remark 6.5 : R  ^ intertw ines W*" (6 .2 ) and the BS representation
(6.13)
(6.14)
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W^ of N(Lx/L,nL ) on E^ : e x p lic it ly  we have
( v , t )  £ N(Lx/L,nL ) => RLWL ( v , t ) R [ 1 -  WL ( v , t )  . (6.15)
//
We now proceed to employ R  ^ in constructing a l i f t  of the 
Lie group epimorphism (1.73) to Mpc le vel. Denote by 
Mpc (V,il;L ) the fu ll  preimage of Sp(V,£l;L) under o:Mpc (V,n) ■* Sp(V,n) . 
Observe that i f  U e Mpc (V ,n ;L )  then the continuous extension of U 
to E' stabilizes ( E ' ) L = E' .
Proposition 6.6 : I f  U e Mpc (V ,0 ;L )  then the automorphism
Proof: We given an ou tline  and re fe r to Rawnsley [Ry51 fo r  more
d e ta il.  Let U have parameters (X ,g) and denote by Ug the element
1s a topologica l lin e a r  automorphism o f  E£ which (in  view o f  (4 .7 ) 
and (6.15)) commutes with . I t  i s  c lear ( fo r  Instance, by considering  
the in tegra l kernel) that
fo r  some y < C . By app lying (6.16) to eQ and evaluating a t  zero
|Det(cU|L)|^RlUR‘ 1 o f  E^ i s  un itary  on H L = E^ .
o f Mpc (LA/L,nL ) having parameters (|Det Cg | '* , g L ) • ^ ^ L ^ g 1
(6.16)
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we find
v = X Det*(I + Z Z. ) _1| Det C |* 
9 L 9|_
(6.17)
which upon squaring yields
2 ,2X2 Det Cg Det(Cg( I  + ZgZL ) } _1|Det CgJ  . ( 6 . 18)
Substitution of (1.86) in  (6.18) followed by the taking of absolute 
values results in
l u l2 = I Det(g|L)|-1
Hence | Det(g| L)| *R|_UR  ^ is unitary on
(6.19)
We therefore define
¿ L : Hpc (V ,n ;L ) -  Mpc (Lx/L ,nL )
by
P|_(U) -  | Det(oU|L)| il^U R "1 
for U « Hpc (V,n;L) .
(6. 20)
( 6 . 2 1 )
Proposition 6.7 : p l  i s  a L ie  group epimorphism which l i f t s  p l :
OOP|^  ■ Pj^ OO ( 6. 22)
(6.23)
PL (zU) = zpl (U) (6.24)
for U e Mpc(V ,n ;L )  and z « U ( l )  . I f
U e Mpc(V ,n ;L ) has parameters (A ,g ) then p l (U)
has parameters (A D e t^I+ Z^Z^)"1 |Det(g|L)|^, gL ) . (6.25)
Proof: That pl is a Lie group epimorphism satisfying (6.22) is
clear from Proposition 6.6. That pl has the stated parametric form 
is clear from (6.16) (6.17) (6 .2 1 ).  Since pl restricts  to the identity 
on U(1 ) we have (6 .24 ). A straightforward computation based on the 
parametric form for pL (and using (1 .8 6 ))  yields (6 .23).
□
Remark 6.8 : I f  +:Mpc (V,Q;L) -*■ Mpc (LA/L,nL ) i s  a Lie group morphism, 
then + l i f t s  pl I f f  ♦ ■ ic.pl fo r  some un itary  character k  o f  
Mpc (V,n;L) . In  appropriate form, the same remark app lies to l i f t s  
re la tive  to any central short exact sequence.
//
Remark 6.9 : As a p a rt icu la r  consequence o f Remark 6.8 and elementary 
connectedness considerations, the Mpc l i f t s  f  o f  P|_ which s a t is f y
n(P|_(U)) = n (U )*sign  Det(oU|L)
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the condition
of Proposition 6.7 are precisely oL and pL ‘sign D e t(a (-) l> -)
(which are d istinct i f f  L f 0) .
//
Whereas pl always l i f t s  to the level of Mpc , there is generally 
no metaplectic l i f t  of pl . Precisely:
Proposition 6.10 : I f  L f 0 f LA/L then there exists no Lie 
group morphism
<t,:Mp(V,il;L) -*■ Mp(LA/L,nL )
which l i f t s  p  ^ .
Proof: Suppose t|; e x is ts  -  thus, oo* * p l oo . *  must take
(-1 ,1 ) « Mp(V,n;L) to (-1 ,1 ) « Mp(LA /L,nL ) ; otherwise (employing 
the su r je c t iv ity  o f p l ) we could s p l i t  o:Mp(LA/L,ilj_) Sp(L /L ,n L ) 
and so contrad ict Remark 4.12. * therefore extends to an Mpc 
l i f t  ♦ :Hpc (V,n;L) Mpc (LA/L ,nL ) o f  p l ; 4 must then s a t is fy
no* ■  n .
Remark 6.8 te l ls  us that * ■  te-pL fo r  some unitary character
no* = n*sign  D et(a(*)|L) (6.26)
(6.27)
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ic of Mpc(V ,n ;L )  . From (6.23) and (6.27) we deduce that * 
satisfies
K^-sign D e t(a (-)|L )  3 1 (6.28)
Mpc(V ,n ; l )  has two components, Mpc(V ,n ;L )+i and Mpc (V,£5;L)_-] ,
separated by sign D e t(o ( - )|L )  -  thus, i f  U e Mpc(V ,n ;L )  and
j  e {+ 1 ,-1 }  then
U c Mpc ( V ,n ;L ) j  <=■> sign Det.>(U)|L) =* j  .
Connectedness of Mpc (V ,n ;L )+1 clearly  forces
k |MPc (V,£J;L)+1 -  +1 . (6.29)
Choose U £ Mpc (V,fl:L)_1 ; U2 then l ie s  1n Mpc (V,£l;L)+1 . From 
(6.28) we have k (U)2 ■  -1 whereas from (6.29) we have k (U2) * +1 . 
This con trad icts the m ult1pl1cat1vity o f ic .
□
Remark 6.11 : Looking ahead to $8, i t  1s c lear that we could base
a more devious proof o f  Proposition 6.10 on Remark 8.13.
H
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§7. The D iffe rentia ted  M etaplectic Representation.
The central short exact sequence (2.10) o f Lie groups induces 
(by d iffe re n t ia t io n ) a central short exact sequence
0 u ( l) * »  mpc (V,n) ------ > sp(V,n) •* 0 (7.1)
o f  Lie a lgebras, where mpc (V,n) denotes the Lie algebra o f Mpc (V,n) . 
Whereas (2.10) does not s p l i t ,  (7.1) does s p l i t ;  we might say that 
(2.10) s p l i t s  a t the Lie algebra le ve l.
Proposition 7.1 : The short exact sequence (7.1) s p l i t s ;  Indeed, 
a s p l i t t in g  i s  provided by the L ie  algebra morphism
In *  : mpc (V,£l) -*• u ( l ) . (7.2)
Proof: The derivative  n* o f  the un itary  character n 1s ce rta in ly
a morphism o f  Lie a lgebras; since  u(1) 1s abe lian , in *  1s a lso  
a L ie  algebra morphism. As n|U(1) 1s the squaring map, n *|u (l) 1s 
the doubling map; consequently, |n* s p l i t s  (7 .1).
□
Remark 7.2 : This re su lt  enables us to regard mpc (V,ft) as the Lie  
a lgebra ic  d irect sum o f u(1) and sp(V,n) v ia  the Isomorphism
mpc (V,n) u ( l )  • sp (V,n) (7.3)
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given by
x h. ( in *x ) ® (a*x) (7 .4)
for x c mpc (V,n) . In terms o f th is  id e n t if ic a t io n  n* and a* 
become
We are now able to e stab lish  the uniqueness o f  n .
Proposition  7,3 : n i s  the unique un itary  character of
Mpc (V,n) whose re s tr ic t io n  to U (1 )**■  Mpc (V,n) is  
the squaring map.
Proof: I f  n* 1s a un itary  character o f  Mpc (V,n) such that
n '(A ) ■  A^ fo r  A « U ( l)  then
n* : mpc (V,n) -*■ u(1) : ;  # i  2c (7.5)
o* : mpc (V,n) -*■ sp(V,n) : c «  i  ~  € . (7.6)
//
C c u ( l )  -> n *(c  • 0) ■  2c . (7.7)
Since sp(V,Q) i s  semisimple we a lso  have
C * sp(V.R) ■ > n*(0 • c) ■  0 . (7.8)
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Putting together (7.7) and (7.8) i t  is  c lear that n i = n* . The 
connectedness o f Mpc (V,n) now forces n ' * n .
□
Remark 7.4 : Observe that i f  < is  a unitary character o f Mpc (V,n) 
then k |U(1) must be a power map (being a unitary character o f 
U ( l) ) .  Since (2.10) does not s p l i t ,  <|U(1) cannot be the iden tity  
(thus, Jn* does not exponentiate to a un itary character o f Mpc (V ,n )).
We now see that n 1s in  fa c t a generator o f  the unitary character 
group o f  Mpc (V,n) . / /
The embedding o f  sp (V,n) 1n mpc (V,n) afforded by the id e n t ific a t io n  
(7.3) g ive s an isomorphism from sp(V,n) to the Lie algebra mp(V,n) o f  
Mp(V,n) whose inverse i s  the re s tr ic t io n  to mp(V,n) o f o*:mpc (V,n) -*■ 
sp(V,n) .
Our next re su lt  describes the exponential map 
exp : mpc (V,tl) Mpc (V,n)
1n terms o f the param etrizations o f  Mpc (V,n) (Remark 4.6) and 
mpc (V,n) (Remark 7.2).
Proposition  7.5 : Let c • C « mpC(V,il) and w rite  
exp t (c  • C) ■  (x t ,g t ) * Mpc (V,n) . Then
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gt  = expte e Sp(V,£l) and = zta t for
O
= exp tc  e U ( l)  and some e I  depending 
smoothly on t  and s a t is fy in g
a? Det C = 1 .
Moreover
Proof: Since t(0  9 5) « mp(V,£l) we have
exp t(0  9 5 ) *
fo r  g t and a t as stated. Write zt  * exp tc > so that 
exp t (c  9 0) * (z t , I )
D iffe re n t ia t in g  (7.9) with the a id  o f  Proposition 1.6 (1) y ie ld s
(7.9)
(7.10)
(7.11)
(7.12)
(7.13)
(7.14)
From (7.11) and (7.12) we obtain
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( * t .9t ) ■  exp t(c  9 O
= exp t(c  9 0) exp t(0  9 C)
■  (z t . I ) ( a t .9 t )
* i 2ta t*9t )
(by v irtue  of the ce n tra lity  o f  U(1) <= Mpc (V ,n )) . Consequently
which upon d iffe re n t ia t io n  g ives (7.10) in  view o f (7.13) 
and (7 .14). g
We are now a t lib e r ty  to consider the d iffe re n tia ted  metaplectic 
representation.
The space o f smooth vectors fo r  the m etaplectic representation  
u:Mpc (V,n) -*■ Aut 1H is  p rec ise ly  E . The d iffe re n tia ted  metaplectic 
representation
w : mpc (V,n) ■* End E (7.15)
1s defined by d iffe re n t ia t io n  o f  u a long one-parameter subgroups - 
thus
( ¿ (x ) f ) ( z )  -  jj^ M e xp  t x ) f (z ) } | t .0 
fo r  x « mpc (V,n) , f  « E , and z « V .
(7.16)
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Since u i s  a representation o f Mpc (V,ii) by unitary operators 
on H , v represents mpc (V,£l) as a L ie  algebra o f densely-defined  
(e s s e n t ia lly )  skew-adjoint operators in  IH ; in  p a rt icu la r , i f  
x « mpc (V,fi) then
(u (x ) fr f 2 )0 + ( f r M (x )f2 )0 = 0 (7.17)
whenever f^ .fg  « E .
Arguing along s im ila r  lin e s to those which occur in  Proposition  
3.4, y (x ) i s  an in te gra l operator on E for each x e mpc (V,n)
Proposition  7.6 : I f  { » ? «  mpc (V,n) then the in tegra l kernel 
u of the operator il(x ) 1s given by the formula
u(z,w) * ( f iT r C ^ -  ^(2<C^z,w>-<z,A^z>+<A^w,w>)}ew(z) . (7.18)
P ro o f: Let exp t ( ?  • 5) « (xt »9t ) e Mpc (V,n) and denote by ut  
the In tegra l kernel o f  u (xt ,gt ) :
ut (z ,w )  ■ Xt  expJjf(2<Cg1z ,w > -< z ,Z  _.jZ>-<Zg ^w,w>} (7 .1 9 )
^t
(u (xt ,g t ) f ) ( z )  -  | ut (z,w)f(w)du0 (w) (7.20)
when f  < H  . I f  f « E  then (7.20) im plies
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(p(c®e)^)( z )  = | ut (z,w)|t=of(w)d;io(w) 
whence the Integral kernel u of u ( ( K )  is 
u(z,w) * ^ u t (z ,w ) }| t . 0 .
This differentiation of (7.19) is performed with the aid of Propositions
1.6 and 7.5 and results in the stated formula (7.18).
□
Remark 7.7 : The differentiated metaplectic representation ii (7.15) 
extends continuously to E' to give a representation
ii : mpc (V,fl) ■* End E ' (7.21)
I f  « mpc (V,n) then u (c » 0  i s  an in tegra l operator on E ' 
with kernel (7.18). u extends further by complex l in e a r ity  to a 
representation
u* : mpc (V,Q)C -►  End E ' (7.22)
o f  the com plex!fication mpc (V,n)* .
//
The d iffe rentiated  representations W* (2.17) and »1* (7.22)
are related as fo llow s:
Proposition  7.8 : I f  c*C « mpc (V ,n )* and v •  t  < n(V,0)* then
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CÿC(c®C),WŒ(v®t)] = WŒ(5v®0) . (7.23)
Proof: D iffe ren tia te  the d e fin it io n a l formula (2.8) along one- 
parameter subgroups (in  both N -variab les and Mpc -v a r ia b le s ) and 
complexi fy.
□
Let r be a p o sit ive  p o la r iza tio n  o f (V,n) . We denote by 
mpc (V ,n ;r) the Lie algebra o f Mpc (V,n;T) and by mpc (V,n)® the 
f u l l  preimage o f  sp(V,n)Jf under a j  : mpc (V,n)® sp(V,n)® .
Observe that mpc (V ,0 ;r)C c mpc (V,n)® .
I t  i s  apparent from Proposition 7.8 that the (d iffe re n tia te d )  
m etaplectic action o f mpc (V,n)® s t a b i l iz e s  the vacuum sta te  
( E ') r c E ' and so defines a character o f the complex L ie  algebra  
mpc (V,n)® . Let us determine th is  character e x p lic it ly .
Define a lin e ar endomorphism Mr o f sp(V,ft) by
H j -  CCç.Z,,] ♦ Aç -  Zr Aç Zr  (7 .2 4 )
fo r  C c sp(V,n) , and note that
ç c sp(V,n) -> M[j + üm£ -  0 . (7.25)
Proposition  7.9 : I f  ç iç  « mpc (V ,n ) and r « Lag+(V,n) then
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(ù (ç» ç )fr )(z ) * {ç-JTrCç-JTrAçZj, + ^ z , M j z > } f r (z) (7.26)
whenever z £ V .
Proof: Evaluating (û (ç# ç )fr )(z ) with the aid  o f Propositions
3.9 and 7.6 y ie ld s
¿ (ç « ç ) f r (z )  -  U  -  iTrCç-èTrAçZr >fr (z )
(7.27)
+ ^ (< z ,A çz> - 2<C^z,Zr z> -  <AçZr z,Zr z>}fr (z)
(7.26) fo llow s from (7.27) and the observation that <z,(CçZr +Zr Cç )z> » 0 .
□
Proposition 7.10 : I f  (c^tç^) + i U 2#£2 ) « mpc (V ,n )* and
r e Lag+(V ,n) then
( ¿ • ( ( ^ • C , )  ♦ i ( c 2* 2) ) ' r K z > "
{(« ,♦ 1  c2 ) -  J (T rC Çi+TrAç ^Zr ) -  J i  ( T r C ^ + T r A ^ Z j . ) ) f r (z )  (7.28)
* i r < , *(Mc1' JM« 2 , ,> f p (, )
whenever z c V .
Proof: Complexify (7.26).
□
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Our next result gives e xp lic it  form to the character of
c (T p
mp (V ,n )r determined by its  metaplectic action on ( E ' )  = E' .
Proposition 7.11 : I f  r  « Lag+(V,£l) and ç#ç e mpc (V,n)® then
= ( c - l T r r 5 )f r • (7 -29 )
Proof: Let ç = + ic 2 and ç “ çi + iç 2 * Rout’ ne computations
reveal that i f  v^ + i v 2 e r then
(ME1‘ JMe2>(Br ( vl + iv2 >) " { ( e l vr c2v2 ) " j ( cl v2+c2vl ) }
- Zr ((C1v1-ç2v2) + J(C1v2+Ç2v1)}
whence MÎ! -  Jm£ • 0 . (7.29) therefore follows from (7.28) in
el *2
view o f  Proposition 1.14.
□
Remark 7.12 : I t  i s  in te re stin g  (and amusing) to note that we can
prove Proposition 7.11 without reference to our general e x p lic it  
formulae fo r  ù® . We need only adapt the Une  o f proof for  
Proposition 1.22 to the present s itu a t io n  (noting from Proposition
1 , d if fe re n t ia t in g  Proposition 5.6 along one-5.9 that ( f r . f rQ)c 
parameter subgroups, and applying Propositions 1.14 and 7.5).
//
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§8. Mpc Structures.
We begin this section with a brief discussion of the general 
problem of l i f t in g  structure groups of principal bundles. See Greub 
& Petry [GP] and Hess & Krauser [HK] for details .
For a Lie group G , we shall denote by h\ x ,G) the space of 
isomorphism classes of principal G bundles over the manifold X .
When G is abelian, H^XjG) is naturally Eech cohomology of X 
with smooth coefficients in G ; in general, H^(X;G) has the structure 
of a pointed set.
Let B be a principal G bundle over X and let
l - . C ^ G  — > G -  1 (8 .1 )
be a central short exact sequence o f L ie  groups.
A »-11ft1ng o f B 1s a principa l G bundle B together with a 
w-equlvariant principal bundle morphism B •* B . The w -H ft1ngs Bj
A A A
and B  ^ are equivalent I f f  there e x is ts  an Isomorphism B^  -*■ B2 of  
princ ipa l G bundles which commutes with the respective projections 
on B . We denote by L(B;w) the space o f  equivalence c la sse s  [B1 
o f  w - lf lt ln g s  B o f  B .
The sequence (8.1) Induces an exact sequence In  cohomology, thus:
H1 (X;£) - hV . G )  — » h\ x ;G) — > H2(X;C) (8.2)
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Proposition 8.1 : ( i )  B admits n - l i f t in g s  i f f  <5[B] e H^(X;C)
is t r i v i a l .
( i i )  When nonempty, L(B;ir) is naturally a principal 
H^(X;C) space.
Proof: An exercise in transition functions; see Greub & Petry [GP] 
or Hess & Krauser [HK].
□
Now suppose (E,w) to be a real symplectic vector bundle of rank 
2m over the connected manifold X . We model (E ,u )  on the 2m-dimensional 
real symplectic vector space (V,n) . Recall the specific central short 
exact sequence of Lie groups (2.10):
1 -  U(l)«*. Mpc (V,ii) -2 ->  Sp(V,fl) -  1 . (8.3)
An Mpc structure  for (E,w) i s  a a -H ft1 n g  o f Sp(E,u) -  thus 
a p rin c ipa l Mpc (V,n) bundle P on X together with a o -equivariant 
principa l bundle morphism from P to Sp(E,u) . We sh a ll write T(E,(i>) 
in place o f L (S p (E ,u ) ;o) .
Remark 8.2 : Observe that an Mpc structure  P ♦  Sp(E,u>) i s  canon ica lly  
a p rin c ipa l U ( l)  bundle.
//
In s im ila r  fashion we define Mp (or m etaplectic) structures for  
(E,w) as l i f t in g s  o f  Sp(E,u) re la tive  to the sequence (4.19) and denote
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the space of their equivalence classes by M(E,u) .
We shall have cause to consider maximal compact reductions of 
structure group in principal bundles. I t  is well known that these 
always exist and are all equivalent.
Fix a reduction Q of Sp(E,ui) to structure group U(V) . In 
canonical fashion, Q converts (E,w) into a Hermitian complex vector 
bundle (E,o>;Q) . I f  P is an Mpc structure for (E,u>) then the 
part P|Q of P which lies over Q -*• Sp(E,w) is a principal MUC(V) 
bundle on X equipped with a (a|MUC( V) )  -  equivariant principal bundle 
morphism (P|Q) -*• Q ; P|Q is thus an MUC structure for (E ,u ;Q )  .
The following rather pleasant result guarantees the unqualified 
existence of Mpc structures.
Proposition 8.3 : (E,w) always admits Mpc structures.
P roo f: Choose a reduction Q of Sp(E,u) to structure group U(V) .
Q extends to an MUC structure Qc for (E,u;Q) via the s p l i t t in g  
(4.24) o f (4.20). Qc extends via  the inclusion  o f MUC(V) in Mpc(V,n) 
to provide an Mpc structure P fo r  (E,u) . Note that the MUC 
structures P|Q and Qc are canon ica lly  equivalent.
□
Remark 8.4 : Returning to the context o f Proposition 8.1 i t  i s  c le a r
that i f  w s p l i t s  then L(B;ir) + 8 . Proposition 8.3 i l lu s t r a t e s  the
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fact that in order for L (B ;it )  to be nonempty i t  suffices that 
it s p lit  at the maximal compact level.
//
From Proposition 8.1 we know that T(E,u> ) is a principal (X ;U (1 ))  
space. Let us see this e x p l ic i t ly  and independently. Recall that the 
Chern class gives an isomorphism
C : H ^ X i U d ) )  •* H2(X;Z) . (8 .4)
Let Y be a principal U(1) bundle on X and le t  P be an 
Mpc structure for (E,u>) . Form the fibre product
Y * F « { ( y ,p )  e  Y * P I ir(y) * ir(p )}  (8 .5 )
of Y and P over X ; Y x P is a principal U ( l )  * Mpc(V,n) 
bundle over X . Associated to Y » P via the morphism
U(1) x Mpc(V,n) -M p c (V ,n )  : (X.U) *  XU (8 .6 )
is an Mpc structure for (E,w) (with the obvious projection on
V
Sp(E,u)) which we denote by P .
This twisting of Mpc structures by principal U ( l )  bundles 
passes to the level of equivalence classes to give a natural action
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(X;UJ[J_)) « T (E ,u )  T (E , m) : ( [ Y ] , [ P ] )  w [PY] (8 .7 )
or, via the Chern class (8 .4 ) ,
HZ ( X i ) » T ( E , u ) * T ( E , i o ) : ( c [ Y ] , [ P ] ) t » [ P V] . (8 .8 )
2
Proposition 8.5 : T (E,w) is naturally a principal H (X;Z)
space for the action (8 .8 ) .
Proof: Fix a U(V)-reduction Q of Sp(E,u) . Let P.|,P2 be
Mpc structures for (E ,u) and denote by Y.| ,Y2 tbe Principal U(1)
bundles associated to (P,|Q) , (P,|Q) via t_ : MUC(V) ■* U(1) .
c Y2 Vi o
The Mp structures P-| and P2 are equivalent; Indeed, the
Y Y Y Y
MUC structures P,2 |Q « (P] |Q) 2 and Pg1|Q «  (P2|Q) 1 are
equivalent. Consequently,
cC Y g l.C P ^  -  c[Y13.[P2] (8.9)
from which the t r a n s it iv it y  o f  (8.8) i s  c lear. Let P be an Mpc
structure and Y a p rin c ipa l U(1) bundle. Denote by L the
(Hermitian) complex lin e  bundle associated  to Y via  (1(1) Gt(C) . 
c Y
An equivalence o f  Mp structures P P forces an isomorphism o f
(Hermitlan) complex lin e  bundles L fi (P|Q)(t_ ) ■* (P|Q)(t_ ) which
r0 r0
in  turn forces the van ish ing o f  cCY] ■  cCL]. Thus (8.8) i s  free.
□
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Remark 8.6 : T (E ,u )  actually has rather more structure than is
suggested by Proposition 8.5 -  i t  is naturally an abelian group2
isomorphic to H (X;2Z) . We shall see this shortly in Proposition
8.7 and again later in Proposition 9.13.
//
Fix a U(V)-reduct1on Q of Sp(E,w) . Relative to Q , each
Mpc structure P for (E,w) gives rise to a Hermitian l in e  bundle
( p|Q)(Tr ) • An equivalence P, ■» P, of Mpc structures induces an 
r0 1 L
isomorphism (P i|Q )(Tr ) (P— |Q)(t ) of Hermitian line bundles.
1 r 0 c  *0
Passing to the level of equivalence classes we thus obtain
T :T (E ,w ) -  H2( X i )  : [P] h- cC(P|Q)(t _ ) ]  . (8.10)
r0
As our notation suggests T 1s Independent o f  Q .
Endow T(E,u) with the natural H2 (X;Z) action (8 .8 ) and endow 
H2(X;Z) I t s e l f  with the H2(X ;Z ) action coming n a tu ra lly  from the 
group structure.
Proposition 8.7 : T 1s a canonical Isomorphism of p r in c ip a l
^ ( X t f )  spaces. Consequently T(E,w) 1s n a tu ra lly  an
2
abelian group Isomorphic to H (X;Z) v ia  T .
Proof: F ix  a U(V) -  reduction Q o f Sp(E,u) . Let P be an Mpc
structure, le t  V be a p r in c ip a l U ( l)  bundle, and denote by L the
1 0 0  -
Hermitian line bundle associated to Y via U C )  -*• Gi(tt) . The 
MU structures (P |Q) and (P|Q) are canonically equivalent :
since t _ is the identity  on U(1) MUC(V) , i t  follows that the
r 0
Hermitian line bundles (PY|Q)(t ) and L 8 (P|Q)(t ) are
r0 0
canonically isomorphic. Thus
T(c [Y ].C P D ) ■ cCY] + TCP] (8.11)
from which we deduce the equivariance of T . Since T (E ,w )  and 
2
H (X;Z) are p rin c ip a l,  T must perforce be an isomorphism.
Remark 8.8 : In p a rt ic u la r ,  (E,w) comes equipped with a canonical
equivalence class o f  Mpc structures, to which P belongs I f f
(P|Q)(t_ ) 1s t r i v i a l .  I t  1s p rec ise ly  th is  c la ss  which 1s considered 
r0
by Plymen CPnl.
//
The tw isting  (Y,P) PY o f the Mpc structure  P fo r  (E.w) 
by the principal U ( l )  bundle Y has the fo llow ing e ffe c t  on the 
Hermltlan lin e  bundles associated  to Mpc structures v ia  the unitary  
character n . We w rite  L for the Hermitian lin e  bundle associated  
to Y via  U(1) -  G t(C ) .
Proposition 8.9 : There e x is ts  a canonical Isomorphism o f  Hermitian 
l in e  bundles
PV(n) -  P(n) 8 L 8 L . (8.12)
-  1 0 1
Proof: n re s tr ic ts  to U( 1 )«-*• Mpc (V,fl) as the squaring map.
□
Mpc structures always pass down to symplectic normals. Suppose 
D to be an isotropic subbundle of (E ,u )  . Fixing a model isotropic 
subspace L of (V ,n ) for D , we have the Sp(V,n;L)-reduction 
Sp(E,u;D) of Sp(E,w) . I f  P is an Mpc structure for (E,w) 
then we denote by PD the part of P which lies over Sp(E,w;D) ;
PD is a principal Mpc(V,fl;L) bundle.
Proposition 8.10 : I f  D is an isotropic subbundle of (E,w)
with D f 0 f Da/D and P is an Mpc structure for 
(E,w) then (DVo.Up) inherits an Hpc structure Pp .
Proof: Proposition  6.7 t e l l s  us that (1.73) l i f t s  to Mpc leve l 
as p l (6.20). Pp 1s associated to PD v ia  p“L .
We c lose  th is  section by considering b r ie f ly  the case o f  Mp structures.
Remark 8.11 : (E,w) adn its Hp structures (or, i s  m etaplectlc) I f f
I t s  f i r s t  Chem c la s s  1s even (see Rawnsley CRy21). Indeed, the obstruction  
(iCSp(E.ta))] , in  the sense o f  Proposition 8.1) to l i f t i n g  Sp(E,w) to 
structure group Mp(V,fl) i s  p rec ise ly  the second Stiefe l-W hitney c la ss  
W2(E) > mod^c^E.u) .
//
1 0 2  -
Remark 8.12 : When nonempty, M(E,u>) is naturally a principal 
H ^ X ^ )  space. In contrast with Proposition 8 .7 , however, M(E,ui) 
does not even have a preferred base-point in general; this may be seen 
as an expression of the fact that MUC(V) splits (Proposition 4.9) 
whereas MU(V) does not (Proposition 4.10).
/ /
Remark 8.13 : Mp structures do not generally pass down to symplectic 
normals. I f  D is a rank r  isotropic subbundle of (E ,u )  then from 
Proposition 1.25 we deduce
im ^c^E,)») * modgC-j (^/D.uip) + w^  (D)2 (8.13)
since mod2 <:[Ar D®] equals the square o f  the f i r s t  Stie fe l-W h itney c la ss  
w^(D) . In view o f Remark 8.11 1t i s  now clear tha t i f  (E,u>) 1s meta- 
p le c tic  then (oVo.uijj) w i l l  be metaplectic I f f  w1 (D )2 « 0 . That 
w^(D)2 be zero i s  a topo log ica l re s tr ic t io n . D i s  sa id  to be meta- 
U n ear i f f  Wj(D)2 -  0 , since  th is  i s  p recise ly  the condition that D 
admit an H i structure ( t h is  being a l i f t in g  o f  the frame bundle o f D 
to the metal 1 near group
M i(L ) ■  { (x .g )  « I  * G i(L ) | x2 Det g • 1) (8.14)
as structure group).
//
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S9. Half-forms and Pairings.
The real symplectic vector bundle (E,<u) determines the following 
fibre bundles over X : N(E,ai) , with fibre N(EX»“ X) over x e X , 
and n(E,w) , with fibre n(Ex,wx ) over x e X . These Heisenberg 
bundles are of course canonically associated to the symplectic frame 
bundle Sp(E,u) via the natural actions of Sp(V,n) on N(V,n) and 
n(V,n) .
Let P be an Mpc structure for (E,w) . Associated to P via 
the metaplectic representation of Mpc (V,n) on the rigged Hilbert space 
E c H c E* we have vector bundles
E(P) c H(P) c E ' (P )  (9 .1)
o f In f in it e  rank over X . We may refer to E '(P )  (or any o f i t s  
subbundles) as a bundle o f sym plectic spinors fo r  (E,w) .
By a sso c ia t io n , the representations W (2 .6 ), o f N(V,n) on H , 
and il* (2 .17 ), o f  n (V ,n )1 on E ' , give  r ise  to bundle representations
W : N(E,u) ■*> Aut H(P) (9.2)
W* : n(E,w)* -  End E ’ (P) . (9.3)
The representation theory developed In  e a r lie r  section s has bundle 
theoretic Im p lication s which we now d iscuss.
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Let F be a positive polarization of (E ,u )  . For x « X we
F Fx
define E'(P)[" to be the vacuum state (E ' (P )  ) * for F in theX X X
representation
Î/J : n(E,o,)J -  End E - (P )X . (9.4)
I t  is apparent from Proposition 5.4 that E ' ( P ) F is a complex line  
bundle over X . E *(P ) F is related to the Hermitian line bundle P(n) 
and the canonical bundle KF as follows:
Proposition 9.1 : There exist canonical isomorphisms of complex line 
bundles
e ' ( p ) f  a e *(P)F a kf ->• p(n) (9.5)
( E ' ( p ) f a kf ) 2 -  p(n) a kf . (9.6)
Proof: E '( P ) F and KF s i t  (re spective ly ) in side  E '(P )  and 
Am(E*)* , both o f which are associated to P . Consequently, om itting  
dependence on the X -va riab le , we can map
p(f . i  ) I  P(f  .1 ) 8 P(fe _i ) •* p(l) » (9-7)
P V p 'F p ' f
that th is  depends on ly  on the Mpc (V ,n)-orb1t o f p « P i s  c le a r  from
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Propositions 1.20 and 5.6. This defines the isomorphism (9 .5) from 
which (9 .6 )  follows d ire c tly .
0
Remark 9.2 : I f  F is regular and r e Lag+(V,fi) has the type of F , 
then the part PF of P which lies over Sp(E,w;F) = Sp(E,w) is a 
principal Mpc (V ,i i ; r )  bundle to which E ' (P)^ is  associated via xr 
In this case, an isomorphism (9.5) arises from (5.11) of Proposition 5.7.
//
Our next result te l ls  us how the symplectic spinors ( in  particular,
those annihilated by a positive polarization F) associated to an Mpc
Y cstructure transform under the twisting (Y,P) **■ P of an Mp structure 
P by a principal U ( l )  bundle Y (to which the Hermitian line bundle 
L is associated via U ( l )  ■* Gz(S)) :
Proposition 9.3 : We have a canonical isomorphism
E '(P V) -*• E '(P )  a L . (9-8)
In  p a rt icu la r  we have a canonical l in e  bundle 
isomorphism
E‘ (PY)F ♦  E * (P )F B L (9.9)
for each p o s it iv e  po larization  F .
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Proof: The existence of (9.8) is clear since U ( l )  = Mpc (V,P.) acts
t r i v i a l l y  in the metaplectic representation. E xp lic it ly  (and omitting 
dependence on the X-variable) we map
p ^ f )  »• p (f )  fi y ( l )  (9.10)
for f  e E ' and where py i s  the natural image of y*p e Yxp in 
PY . That (9.8) r e s t r ic t  to (9.9) i s  obvious.
Consider for a moment a m etaplectic structure Pq fo r  (E,w) 
and denote by P the Mpc structure  associated to Pq v ia  inclusion  
Mp(V,n)«*- Mpc (V,n) . Since Mp(V,n) i s  the kernel o f  n , i t  is  
clear tha t P(n) i s  canon ica lly  t r i v i a l .  Again suppose that F 1s 
a p o s it iv e  po la riza tion  o f  (E,w) and that Y 1s a p r in c ipa l U(1) 
bundle determining the Herm1t1an lin e  bundle L v ia  U ( l)  Gt(<£) .
P roposition  9.4 : There e x is t s  a canonical Isomorphism o f  complex 
line  bundles
(E .(pY)F a kFj2 ^ l  g l B KF (9.11)
when P 1s a ssoc iated  to the Mp structure PQ 
via Mp(V,n) Mpc (V,n) .
Proof: (9.11) fo llow s from Propositions 9.1 and 9.3 since P(n)
1s canon ica lly  t r i v i a l .
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Remark 9.5 : In particu lar, E ' ( P ) F 8 KF is a canonical square-root
for K . //
I f  P is an Mpc structure for (E ,u ) and F is a positive 
polarization of (E,w) then we refer to the complex l in e  bundle 
E ' ( P ) F fi KF as the half-form bundle for F determined by P . This 
terminology is suggested by Remark 9.5.
Half-forms o r ig in a lly  arose (see Kostant [Kt2] [K t3 ] )  in 
geometric quantization as a tool in the construction of Hilbert spaces 
on which to represent classical observables by quantum counterparts.
These Hilbert spaces are constructed using canonical sesquilinear 
pairings of the half-form bundles, and i t  is to these pairings which 
we now turn our attention.
We deal with the pairing of half-form bundles coming from transverse 
pairs of positive polarizations as follows.
Proposition 9.6 : Let P be an Mpc structure for (E,w) .
I f  (F,G) 1s a transverse pa ir  o f p o s it ive  po larizations  
o f (E,u) then there e x ist  canonical nonsingular se squ ilin ear  
pa ir in gs
E '( P )F * E '(P )G £
(c* (P )F a kf ) * (£• (P )G a k6 ) £  .
(9.12)
(9 .13 ) .
Proof: We define (9.12) as fo llow s. Let x < X and le t  p « Px ;
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then p”1frx and p"^Gx are P°s i t ’ ve polarizations of (V,n) such
that p_1Fv n p_1Gv = 0 so that ( f  , , f  -, )n is defined (see
x x p " T  p- , Gy x y x
Proposition 5 .9 ).  I f  s e E ' (P )F and t  e E ' (P )G then
s • p(af •. ) and t = p(6f , ) for a and 6 in Œ , and
P Fx P Gx
we define
<s,t>  = aB (f , f  . 1  )n (9-14)
P Fx P Gx °
Remark 5.10 ensures that (9.14) is well-defined. (9.13) comes from 
(1.95) and (9 .12).
□
Recall that Mpc structures always pass to sym plectlc normals 
(Proposition 8.10). In order to extend Proposition  9.6 to cover 
regular pa irs o f  posit ive  po larizations we sha ll re fine  Proposition 8.10.
Thus, le t  P be an Mpc structure fo r  (E,w) and 0 an iso tro p ic  
(non-Lagrangian) subbundle o f (E,w) . We write E '( P )G fo r  the vector 
bundle whose f ib re  over x « X i s  the subspace o f  E *(P )x ann ih ilated  
by Dx under Wx .
Proposition 9.7 : We have a canonical Isomorphism
E '(P )D -  E '(P d) « ^ (D ) (9.15)
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which restricts  to a canonical isomorphism of 
complex line bundles
E' (P )F -  E' (Pd) F[) fi D*(D) (9.16)
whenever F is a positive polarization of (E,w) 
such that D c F .
Proof: Choose a model L for D . All the bundles appearing in
(9 .1 5 ) are associated to the part PD of P lying over Sp(E,w;D) c Sp(E,u)
We define (9.15) by
p (f)  h. p(RLf )  fl p ( l )  (9.17)
fo r  p t P^ and f  « (E 1)*" . That (9.17) w e ll-defines (9.15) is  
c le a r  from Proposition 6.7. (9.16) comes from (9.15) by v irtu e  o f
Remark 6.5.
□
Remark 9.8 : We should o f  course w rite E£(P0 ) rather than e ' ( po) *
//
Proposition  9.9 : Let P be an Mpc structure fo r  (E.w) .
I f  (F.G) i s  a regu lar p a ir  o f p o s it ive  po la r iza tion s  
o f (E.w) with F n 6 ■  Dl  then there e x is t  canonical 
nonsingular sesqu111near pa ir ings
- no -
V  (P ) F x E ' (P )G -  P1(D) (9.18)
( E ' ( P ) f a kf ) * (E ' ( P ) g a kg ) -*■ p _1(D) . (9.19)
Proof: (9.19) is defined by (1.102) and (9 .18). Let D be non-
Lagrangian. The pair  (Fp.Gp) being transverse, Proposition 9.6
provides us with a pairing E * (PQ) G x E ’ (Pq) ^ £  . P^(D) naturally
self-pairs  into P ^ D )  . Proposition 9.7 thus determines (9.18). If
D is Lagrangian then F ■ G * D® , and (9.18) is well-defined by
mapping the pair ( p ( f  ,  ) ,  p (f  ,  )) to p( 1) e p ' (D )  whenever
P F p 'G
p e PD , as follows from Proposition 5.7.
□
Remark 9.10 : The symplectlc form u determines the H o u v il le  density 
|x| € p \ e ) . This canonical density gives rise to an Isomorphism 
between (D) and P^E/D) . Consequently the pairing (9.19) can 
be made to take values in P^(E/D) . We refer to Blattner [B r ]  and 
Rawnsley CRy2] for more details on densities.
//
Remark 9.11 : The self-pairing of P(n) into «  (determined by the 
Hermitian structure)links with (1.102) to give a sesquilinear pairing
(P(n) B KF ) « (P(n) i  K6) -  P '2(0) . (9.20)
- I l l
On the basis of Propositions 1.21 and 5.9 i t  is easy to see that
(9.20) is the square of (9.19), in  the sense determined by (9 .6 ) ,
-1 -2when we se lf -p a ir  V (D) into V (D) .
//
In Proposition 8.7 we established that T(E,u>) is naturally an
2
abelian group isomorphic to H ( X-JZ.) . We now present an alternative 
derivation of this result using the methods of this section.
Proposition 9.12 : The Chern class cCE'(P)F] is independent of
the positive polarization F of (E ,u ) and depends only 
on CP] e T (E , w) .
Proof: Fix an Mpc structure P . Fix a type (0 ,0 )  polarization G 
I f  F is an arbitrary positive polarization then the pair (F,G) 1s
transverse (see Proposition 1 .8 ) ;  the pairing (9.12) forces an 1so-
p r
morphism from E '(P ) r to the conjugate dual o f E '(P )  . Now vary P
and apply Proposition 9.3.
□
Proposition  9.13 : The natural map
T(E,u) -  H2(X;Z) : CPD «> cC E '(P )F] (9.21)
(fo r  F any p o s it ive  po la riza tion  o f (E,w)) 1s 
an Isomorphism o f p r in c ip a l H2 (X;Z) spaces. Consequently 
T(E,w) 1s na tu ra lly  an abelian group Isomorphic to H2 (X;Z)
-  1 1 2  -
Proof: The equivariance of (9.21) is clear from Proposition 9.3.
2 2Since both T (E ,w ) and H (X;Z) are principal H (X;Z) spaces, 
we are done. g
As might be expected, the isomorphisms (8.10) and (9.21) coincide:
Proposition 9.14 : I f  P is an Mpc structure for (E,w) and F
is a positive polarization of (E,w) then
c[ E ‘ (P )F] = TCP] . (9.22)
Proof: On account of Proposition 9.12 we may suppose F to be regular
of type (0 ,0 )  . F then corresponds canonically to a U(V)-reduction Q
of Sp(E,w) . The complex line bundles E ' (P )F and (P|Q)(t ) are
*0
canonically isomorphic.
Remark 9.15 : In p articular the Mpc structure P belongs to the
neutral class in T(E,u>) I f f  E ' ( P ) F is t r iv ia l  for any (equivalently, 
some) positive polarization F .
//
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§10. Prequantized Mpc Structures.
Let (X,w) be a connected symplectic manifold of dimension 2m .
We say that (X ,u ) is quantizable i f f  the cohomology class
[ J ]  + i c] ( T X , u ( 10. 1)
is the real image of an integer cohomology class under the coefficient 
change
(•)R : H2(X;Z) -  H^X;F) . (10.2)
A prequantized Mpc structure for (X,u) i s  a pa ir  (P ,y) 
con sistin g  o f an Mpc structure P for (TX,u) together with a 
u (l)-va lu ed  1-form y on P s a t is fy in g
(1) a c Mpc (V,n) -> R#y * y (10.3)
(11) z « mpc (V,il) ■> y (z ) ■ Jn*z (10.4)
(111) dy ■ w TFT
(10.5)
where R 1s r ig h t  m u ltip lica tio n  by a , If 1s the vector f ie ld  
generated by R#Xp * an<* *:P  X 1s the bundle projection. We 
say that P 1s prequantlzable and that y 1s a prequantum form.
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Remark 10.1 : Observe that y is canonically an Mpc-invariant 
connexion (of curvature ) in the principal 11(1) bundle
P -*• Sp(TX,u) .
//
The prequantized Mpc structures (P^,y^) and (P2, y 2) for
(X,u) are equivalent i f f  there exists an equivalence f:P-j -*■ P2 of
c *Mp structures for (TX.ui) such that f  y 2 = y-| .
Our next result relates the (unfamiliar) data of prequantized 
Mpc structures to the (fa m ilia r)  data of Hermitian line bundles with 
connexion.
Proposition 10.2 : I f  P is an Mpc structure for (TX,u>) then 
. prequantum forms y on P are in natural bijective 
correspondence with Hermitian connexions vY of
p
curvature 1n the Hermitian line bundle P(n) .
Proof: Let Z denote the principal U ( l )  bundle associated to P
via n > and le t  f  : P Z be the associating morphism; Z 1s 
naturally the unitary frame bundle of P(n) . The bijection asserted 
by the Proposition is effected by
f V  -  2y (10.6)
where * y denotes the principal connexion In Z corresponding to vY .
□
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The following theorem due to Weil is of importance in the present 
context:
Proposition 10.3 : Let X be a closed real 2-form on the manifold
M . There exists a Hermitian line bundle L M with metric
connexion v having curvature i  x i f f  the real cohomology
x
class ] is integral.
Proof: See Kostant [ K t l ]  .
We need the following corollary:
□
Proposition 10.4 : Let X be a closed real 2-form on the manifold
M . I f  Lq is  a complex line bundle over M with real 
Chern class
cCLq ]*  -  ( f a  (10.7)
then Lq admits a Hermitian metric with compatible 
connexion vQ of curvature j- x .
Proof: Fix (L ,v )  as 1n Proposition 10.3. The complex line  bundle
L* fi Lq has vanishing real Chem class; consequently any Hermitian
*
metric 1n L 8 Lq has a compatible connexion of zero curvature. An 
Isomorphism Lq L 8 L* 8 LQ allows us to transport the Hermitian
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1 *metric and compatible connexion of curvature j  * on L 8 (L 9 LQ)
★
(Induced by tensoring those on L and L 8 LQ) to LQ .
□
We can now decide when a given Mpc structure is prequantizable,
thus:
Proposition 10.5 : The Mpc structure P for (TX.w) is 
prequantizable i f f
T [P ]R -  [j£] -  i c.j(TX,u )R . (10.8)
Proof: From Propositions 10.2 and 10.4 we see that P is prequantizable 
I f f
c [P (n )]*  -  Cjp] • 0 0 .9 )
From Proposition 9.1 and 9.14 we see the equivalence of (10.8) and 
(10 .9 ). Q
I t  is now possible to give a cohomological crite rion  for the 
existence of prequantized Mpc structures.
Proposition 10.6 : (X,w) adnits prequantized Mpc structures i f f
(X,oj) i s  quantizable.
- 117 -
TR
Proof: Note that the automatic integrality  of C j(TX ,u) means
that (X,u) is quantizable i f f  [£•] -  J c-|(TX,u}* is integral.
If  (X,w) admits a prequantized Mpc structure then (X,u) is 
quantizable according to Proposition 10.5. Conversely, suppose 
(X,oj) to be quantizable; Proposition 8.7 ensures the existence of an 
Mpc structure P for (TX.ui) such that TCP]* = t| ]  -  ic ] (TX ,u )* ; 
Proposition 10.5 te l ls  us that P admits a prequantum form.
0
Remark 10.7 : Our proof of this result differs from that offered by
Hess (to whom is due the concept of prequantized Mpc structure) 1n
CHs], We f ir s t  produce a prequantizable Mpc structure P and then
equip i t  with a prequantum form y ; Hess constructs P and y
v
together in one operation from local data of a Cech cohomological nature.
v
Note that in our proof the Cech cohomology 1s confined to Weil's theorem.
//
Y cIn S8 we found a twisting (Y,P) P of Mp structures by 
principal U(1) bundles to be of Importance in describing the structure 
of T (E ,u )  . We now build on this construction 1n order to Investigate 
the structure of the space of equivalence classes of prequantized Mpc 
structures for (X,w) .
A f la t  U(1) bundle over X 1s a pair (Y .a) consisting of a 
principal U ( l )  bundle Y on X together with a f l a t  (zero curvature)
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connexion a in Y . The f la t  U(1) bundles (Y^,a^) and ( g)
are equivalent i f f  there exists an isomorphism f:Y^ •* Y  ^ of principal
★
U ( l )  bundles such that f  . The space of equivalence classes
v 1of f la t  11(1) bundles over X is naturally Cech cohomology H (X ;U (1 ) )  
with ( lo c a lly  constant) coefficients in U(1) .
Let (P,y ) be a prequantized Mpc structure for (X,w) and let 
(Y ,o ) be a f la t  U ( l )  bundle over X . Recall that the Mpc structure 
P is associated to the fibre product Y * P . The fibre sum a+r of 
a and y as the u (l) -va lu e d  form defined on Y « P by
(a + y ) ( t  * Ç) « a(C)  + Y(C) (10.10)
for c * ç e T(Y * P) . a + y induces a prequantum form y° on PY 
by association. In this way we construct a twisting of prequantized 
Mpc structures by f la t  U ( l )  bundles. Passage to the level of equivalence 
classes gives a natural action
( [Y .a l .C P .Y l )  »  [PY,Ya] (10.11)
of H1(XiU(1 ))  on the space of equivalence classes of prequantized 
Mpc structures for (X,u) .
Proposition 10.8: The set of equivalence classes of prequantized 
Mpc structures for the quantlzable (X,u) is naturally 
a principal H1(X;U(1 ) )  space for the action (10.11).
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Proof: Let Q be a U(V)-reduction of Sp(TX,w) . I f  (P ,y ) is
a prequantized Mpc structure for (X,w) then y induces (by
restriction and then association) a connexion in (P|Q)(t ) which
r 0
is compatible with the Hermitian structure and has curvature .
The proof now proceeds along sim ilar lines to that of Proposition 8.5; 
we omit the details.
□
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§11. Geometric Quantization : Prequantization.
In prequantization one aims to construct a representation module 
for the Poisson algebra of the symplectic manifold (X,u>) .
Such a module is constructed by Kostant [ K t l ]  as follows.
We say that (X,w) is integral i f f  the real cohomology class 
[j-j-] is integral -  thus, i f f  [jj-] lies in the image of H2(X;Z) in 
H2(X; F )  under { - f  (1 0 .2 ) .
A prequantum line bundle for (X,u>) is a Hermitian line bundle 
L on X equipped with a metric connexion v of curvature .
The prequantum line bundles (L^ ,7^) and (Lg*72) are equivalent i f f  
there exists an isomorphism L-j -► L2 of Hermitian line bundles mapping
Proposition 11.1 : (X ,u ) admits prequantum line bundles I f f
(X,w) is Integral.
Proof: See Kostant [ K t l ]  (or Proposition 10.3).
□
Proposition 11.2 : When nonempty, the set of equivalence classes of
prequantum line  bundles for (X ,u ) 1s naturally a principal 
(X;U(1) )  space.
-  1 2 1
Proof: See Kostant T K t l ]  ; in principle one twists prequantum
line  bundles by f la t  U ( l )  bundles.
Proposition 11.3 : Let (X,w) be integral and let ( t , v )  be
a prequantum line bundle for (X,w) . A Lie algebra morphism
6 : C(X) ■* End r(X;L) (11.1)
is defined by
\SmV  + V s {11-2)
for ♦ « C(X) and S e r(X;L) .
Proof: A straightforward computation; see Kostant CKtlD for the
details.
□
Remark 11.4 : I f  (X,u>) is quantlzable then (X,2w) is  integral and 
(P (n ) ,v Y ) is a prequantum line bundle for (X,2w) whenever (P ,y ) is  
a prequantized Mpc structure for (X,w) .
//
The prequantization scheme due to Kostant therefore represents 
the Poisson algebra as f irs t -o rd e r  differential operators on complex 
line  bundles.
In addition to a choice of prequantum line bundle, the polarization 
Independent part of the fu ll  Kostant scheme Involves a choice of meta-
-  1 2 2  -
plectic structure for (TX,<*i) . The Kostant scheme thus requires 
both that [^1 be integral and that c^(TX,u») be even.
The prequantization scheme which we propose replaces the data 
of a prequantum line bundle together with a metaplectic structure by 
the data of a prequantized Mpc structure. I t  is a consequence of 
Proposition 10.6 that our scheme w ill  apply whenever the Kostant 
scheme applies.
Remark 11.5 : Indeed we can construct a prequantized Mpc structure 
from Kostant data. Fix a metaplectic structure Pq for (TX,u) and 
denote by P the Mpc structure associated to Pq via inclusion 
MpiV.n)6* Mpc (V,n) . Let ( L ,v )  be a prequantum Une bundle for 
(X,<d) and denote by (Y ,o ) the unitary frame bundle of L endowed 
with the connexion determined by v . Then a prequantum form y° on 
PY 1s associated to a + -q  on Y * P ; compare our discussion leading 
up to Proposition 10.8.
//
Let us now describe our prequantization scheme 1n some d e ta il.
F ix a prequantized Mpc structu re  (P ,y) fo r the quantlzable symplectic 
manifold (X,u) .
Recall from Remark 10.1 that y 1s a connexion 1n the principa l 
U(1 ) bundle P -*• Sp(TX,w) . As a consequence y g ives r ise  to a 
horizontal 1 1 f t  o f vector f ie ld s
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+ :3C(Sp(TX,«)) -3£(P) . (11.3)
Composing (11.3) with the natural Lie algebra morphism (1.108) 
yields a l i f t
a : Ham0(X,u) - X ( P )  . (11.4)
We shall make the natural identification  of sections 
s e r ( X ;E ' ( P ) )  of symplectlc spinors with functions s : P -*■ E* 
satisfying
p e P , a e Mpc (V,n) ■> s (p .a )  = a \ s ( p )  (11.5)
(as is standard for associated bundles -  see Kobayashi & Nomizu CKN1).
Proposition 11.6 : A map
D : C(X) End r (X ;E '( P ) )  (11.6)
i s  defined by
(o ,s r -  i f  ( n . 7 )
and s a t i s f ie s
( I ) D^(k»s ) -  </D^ s ♦  {« .« Is  ( 1 1 . 8 )
( I I )  "  CW *  + { * * U  ( 1 , *9)
fo r  «.ip * C(X) and s « r ( X ;E ' ( P ) )  .
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Proof: That (11.7) well-defined D follows from (11.5) and the
Mp -invariance of y . ( i )  is clear from the fact that and 5^
are ir-related for the bundle projection ir:P •+ X . ( i i )  holds since 
(1.108) is a Lie algebra morphism and y has curvature ir* in 
P -*■ Sp(TX.ai) .
□
As a corollary we deduce
Proposition 11.7 : A Lie algebra morphism 
6:C(X) -► End r ( X ,E ' ( P ) )
1 s defined by the prescrip tion
V  -  v  + TV * s
fo r  * i C (X )  and s « r (X ;E * (P ))  .
Proof: A stra ightforw ard  consequence of (11.8) and (11.9); we omit
the d e ta ils .
□
We sh a ll refer to the Lie algebra morphism 6  o f Proposition
11.7 as prequantization o f  (X,w) re la tive  to (P .y) .
Remark 11.8 : Equivalent prequantized Mpc structures y ie ld  equivalent 
prequantizations : an equivalence f : ( P j .Y i )  ■* °* Prequantized
( 11 . 10)
(11.11)
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r
Mp structures gives rise  naturally to an isomorphism f* :E '(P ^ )  -*■ £ 1 ( P2 )
2 1 1 2  which satisfies 6  ^ o f* = 6^ for ♦ « C(X) , where 5 , 6 are
prequantizations relative  to (P-i .y -j ) , ^ . Y g )  • Notice that Proposition
10.8 te lls  us that the inequivalent prequantization data for (X,w) are
parametrized by H ^(X ;U (1))  .
//
I t  is both important in theory and convenient in practice to have 
available a local picture of prequantization. According to the well-known 
Darboux theorem on the universal existence of local symplectic coordinate 
charts, every symplectic manifold is loca lly  l in e a r .  For a local description 
of prequantization (and indeed of fu ll  quantization) we therefore refer to 
f 13, where we analyze in detail the case of l i n t a r  symplectic manifolds.
The bundle representation W® of n(TX,w)® on E ' (P )  (see (9 .3 ) )
naturally Induces a map (also denoted Wtt) from 3C (X)**■ r(X ;n(TX,w)®)
End
to^ r (X ;E ' (P ) )  . Our next result provides an Important relationship 
between this map and the map D (1 1 .6 );  I ts  proof amply Il lu stra te s the 
usefulness of our local picture of prequantization.
Proposition 11.9 : I f  *  « C(X) and C « X (X )  then
[D4,Wtt(0 3  - • (31-12)
Proof: I t  su ff ic e s  to e stab lish  the formula lo c a l ly ;  th is  i s  done
by transporting formula (13.23) o f  P roposition  13.8 v ia  a loca l sym plectic 
chart. n
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§12. Geometric Quantization : Polarization.
In quantizing the symplectic manifold (o r, phase space) (X,u) 
one aims to represent smooth functions on X (o r ,  classical observables) 
as densely-defined essentially skew-adjoint linear operators (o r,  quantum 
observables) on some Hilbert space, in such a way that the Poisson 
bracket passes across to the commutator bracket.
The Kostant scheme achieves this by tensoring a prequantum line 
bundle with the bundle of half-forms for a positive polarization defined 
by a metaplectic structure, and then constructing a Hilbert space by 
pairing sections of the resulting line bundle. We refer to Kostant [Kt3] 
for details of the procedure.
In the preceding section we saw that our scheme replaces the two 
sets of data (choices of prequantum line bundle and metaplectic structure) 
required by the Kostant scheme with one set of data (a choice of pre­
quantized Mpc structure (P,y ) for (X ,w )) , and we constructed a 
Lie algebra morphism
i :C (X )  -  End r (X ;E ' (P ) )  (12.1)
which we called prequantization of (X,w) relative to (P ,y ) .
In the present section we shall see that a choice of positive 
polarization F of (X,w) picks out from 6 subrepresentations on
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spaces of sections of tne line bundle E ' (P )F of vacuum states and 
that tensoring with the Lie derivative in the canonical bundle KF 
gives a representation of Cp(X) on polarized sections of the half­
form bundle E ' ( P ) F a KF . The half-form pairings of §9 w i l l  then 
enable us to quantize (X,w) relative to the quantization data 
(P,y ;F) and to compare the quantizations which arise by varying F .
A ll  of this w il l  take place under suitable regularity hypotheses.
Let us now describe our fu ll  quantization scheme in deta il .  Let
Q
(X ,u ) be a quantizable symplectic manifold. Fix a prequantized Mp 
structure (P,y ) for (X,w) . Choose a positive polarization F of 
(X,w) .
Lie differentiation in the bundle a"1!  X® of complex m-forms 
composes with £ (1.104) to y ie ld  a Lie algebra morphism
C(X) *> End r (X ;A mT*X®) : ♦ L. (12-2)s
I f  $ e Cp(X) then (since F is  1nvo1ut1ve) L ^  stabilizes 
r (X ;K F) c r(X;AmT*X®) . Consequently (12.2) induces a Lie algebra 
morphism
cJ. (X)  *  End r(X ;K F) : ♦ h- L . (12.3)
%
These remarks on the canonical bundle have the follow ing analogue
f>r the bundle of vacuum states.
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Proposition 12.1 : I f  $ e Cp(X) and s e r (X;E ' (P )F ) then 
D.s and 6.s l i e  in r (X ;E ' (p)^) •4 9
Proof: Clear from Proposition 11.9.
Thus prequantization restricts  to give a Lie algebra morphism
6 : C^(X) -  End r (X ;E * (P )F ) (12.4)
which upon tensoring with Lie differentiation in Kr yields a Lie 
algebra morphism
6F : cJ(X) End r (X ;E ' (P ) F B KF ) (12.5)
given by the prescription
4 « c ’ (X) •> { [  ■  i  i  I  + I  1 L . . 
F f ♦ 4$
In similar fashion D gives rise to
( 12. 6 )
DF : cJ(X ) -►  End r (X ;E '(P )F B KF) (12.7)
defined by
4 * Cp(X) ■ > oj ■  I  I + I i  L{ (12.8)
and sa t is fy in g  the ( * ) F-analogues o f  (11.8) (11.9). aF and DF
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are c learly  related by
6$s = D$s + TFT <*'s ( 12-9)
for * « Cp(X) and s « r(X;E* (P )F fi KF ) .
The space of a ll  sections of the half-form bundle is too large for 
the purposes of quantization; we cut i t  down to the space of polarized 
sections as follows.
The section s of E ' ( P ) F B KF is said to be polarized i f f
X « Cp(U) *> DFs * 0 (12.10)
whenever U is an open set in X . We denote by r Q( E ' ( P ) F B KF )
(or by r 0 (X ;E ' (P )F B KF) )  the space of all  polarized sections of 
E ' ( P ) F B KF .
Let U c x be open. r0 (U ;E ' (P )F 8 KF ) 1s clearly  a d -line a r  
subspace of r (U ;E * (P )F B KF) . More is true; r 0(U;E*(P)F B KF) 1s 
naturally a Cp(U)-module for the standard action of functions on 
sections.
Proposition 12.2 : Let U c x be open. I f  ♦ « Cp(U) and
s « r0 (U ;E ' (P )F B KF) then ^s c r 0(U ;E ' (P )F B KF) .
Proof: I f  * c CF(U) then
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DF( i)>s ) = $DFs + U , * } s
vanishes since Cp(U) is abelian.
S t i l l  more is true: r 0 ( E ' ( P ) F a KF ) is stable under the action 
of Cp determined by 6F .
Proposition 12.3 : I f  * e cJ.(X) and s c rQ(X;E' (P )F 8 KF ) 
then 6Fs € r0 (X ;E ' (P )F 9 KF ) .
Proof: I f  U c X i s  open and ip e Cp(U) then
» DF (DFs ) ♦ DF( ] ^ s )
- °Xs + D(*.*}5 ■ V*-*}s + VD*s +
which vanishes since Cp(U) i s  an ideal in  Cp(U)
By re s tr ic t io n  we therefore have a Lie algebra morphism
SF : c J ( X )  -  End r0 (X ;E '(P )r fi Kr )F „ i/F% ( 12 . 1 1 )
which may be ca lle d  quantization  o f (X,w) re la tive  to the quantization  
data (P ,y;F) . We may re fe r to the half-form  bundle E '( P ) F fl KF as 
the quantum bundle for the data (P ,y;F ) .
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Remark 12.4 : Note that (by virtue of (1.96) and Propositions 9.1,
9.14, and 10.5) the real Chern class of E ' ( P ) F a KF is given by
cCE' (P )F 8 KF] W = [£ ]  + JCj (TX,w) ® (12.12)
as has come to be expected of a quantum bundle.
//
Recall from Proposition 9.1 that we have a canonical isomorphism
( E ' ( P ) F a KF) 2 P(n) a KF (12.13)
of complex line bundle«. In E ' ( P ) F B K F we have the operator DF , 
in P(n) the metric connexion vY , and in KF the Lie derivative. 
These are related by the following Leibnitz rule relative to (12.13).
Proposition 12.5 : I f  ♦ « cJ-(X) then
d[  i  i ♦ i  i  d[  * ? !  a i + i a l  . (12.14)
♦ ♦ S  S
Proof: I t  suffices to give a local ve rif ic a t io n , for which see 
Proposition 13.12. q
Remark 12.6 : This result has the following important practical 
consequence. I f  we are able to identify both (P (n )»vY ) and the
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square-root E ' ( P ) F 8 KF of P(n) 8 KF , then in order to compute 
the quantization we simply pass vY 8 I + I 8 L to the square-root 
(uniquely) via the Leibnitz rule (and add the appropriate multiplication 
operator). ^
As we have presented i t  thus fa r ,  our geometric quantization 
scheme is perhaps rather abstract. Let us cast the scheme into a 
more familiar setting: that of complex line bundles equipped with f la t  
p artia l connexions. We recall below the definition of a partial 
connexion and its  flatness; for further information see Rawnsley [R y l l .
I f  A is a complex vector bundle over the manifold M and B is 
a complex vector subbundle of TM* then a B-connexion in A (or, a 
p artia l connexion 1n A defined along B) is a map
r(M ;B) * r(M ;A) -*■ r (M ;A ):(b ,a ) *• vba (12.15)
which satisfies v ^ a  -  <>vba and the Leibnitz rule
vb($a) -  $vba + (b<t>)a (12.16)
for + c C(M),a « r (M ;A),b  c r(M ;B) (and where b acts on * as 
a vector f ie ld ) .
I f  B e  TM* 1s Involutive 1n the sense
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br b2 e r(M;B) = X (H )  => [b] ,b2] £ r(M;B) (12.17)
then we say that 7 is f la t  i f f
V b2 £ r(M;B) => v [bi>b2] = Cvbr Vb2 (12.18)
Thus v is f la t  i f f  as much of its  curvature as can be defined is 
zero.
Remark 12.7 : Let us suppose the positive polarization F to be
strongly regular; thus X is covered by local Cp-charts (see §1).
We claim that the operator DF (12.7) gives rise to a f la t  F-connexion
vF in E ' (P )F a KF . To see th is ,  le t  c £ r (X ;F )  . Let (<1 .^....... ,*m)
be a Cc-chart over the open set U c X , so that {£. . . . . . . C. >
h vm
spans r (U ;F )  over C(U) . Then there exist in C(U)
such that s
‘ ■ A * * ,  •
For s £ r (X ;E '(P )F B KF ) we define
F F
7^ S -  I  S .
(12.19)
( 12 . 2 0 )
In view of Proposition 11.6 (1) and the fa c t  that X i s  covered by
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local Cp-charts, i t  is clear that this procedure well-defines an
Since Cp(X) is abelian, i tF-connexion vF in E ' ( P) F K
is clear from Proposition 11.6 ( i i )  that v is f la t .  Note that the 
polarized sections of E ' ( P ) F 8 KF are determined by v F after the 
usual fashion for f la t  partial connexions: s c r ( X ; E ' ( P ) F S KF) is 
polarized i f f
C « r ( X ; F ) - >  v ^ s  = 0 . ( 1 2 . 2 1 ).
From Proposition 12.5 we deduce that
C € r (X ;F )  *> I  I + I 1 S I + I U ( 1 2 . 2 2 )
relative  to the isomorphism (12.13).
//
Remark 12.8 : As a special case, suppose (X,w) to be the symplectlc 
manifold which underlies a Kahler m anifold and suppose F to be the 
bundle o f anti hoiomorphic tangents. Cp 1 s then the sheaf o f  (germs 
o f)  holomorphic functions and KF the bundle o f holomorphic m-forms. 
I f  P i s  a prequantizable Mpc structu re  then each prequantum form 
Y on P endows E '(P )F 0 KF w ith a f l a t  F-connexion vF (as 1n 
Remark 12.7) and according to Rawnsley [Ry3] there 1s a unique holo­
morphic structure 1n E '(P )F A KF which 1s compatible with vF 1n 
the sense that the ( lo c a l)  holomorphic sections are p rec ise ly  the
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(local vF- )  polarized sections. P(n) is likewise given a holo- 
morphic structure and (12.13) is a holomorphic isomorphism when 
has the canonical holomorphic structure.
//
In accordance with the aim expressed at the start of this section 
we should indicate how geometric quantization develops from this point 
onwards; in fact the subsequent development differs l i t t l e  from that
of the established scheme due to Blattner, Kostant, Sternberg, .............
We outline the procedure.
For each involutive isotropic subbundle D of TX appearing below 
we make the following assumptions:
(a) The foliation  0 is fibrating; thus, the leaf-space X/D 
1s a manifold and the projection X * X/D a submersion.
(b) Blattner's obstruction (to passing pairings down to X/D) 
vanishes; see Blattner [B r]  and Rawnsley [Ry21.
We remark that (b) w ill hold whenever Dx i s  In vo lu tive  (which w ill  be 
the case 1f D a r ise s  from a strongly  regu lar pa ir  (F,G) o f  posit ive
.  (T
po la r iza tion s o f  (X,w) as F n G ■  D ) . These assumptions are needed 
to fa c i l i t a t e  the passage to H ilb e rt spaces.
Let F be a regu lar p o sit ive  po larization  o f (X,w) with 
F n P ■ D® . Referring to Remark 9.10 we have a s e lf -p a ir in g  <<*,*>>p 
o f the quantum bundle E ' (P )F fl In to  P^(TX/Dp) . I f  s and t  are
- 1 3 6 -
polarized sections of E 'fP )^  8 KF then <<s,t>>p descends to a 
density <s,t>p e P* (X/Dp) on the leaf-space X/Dp . Denote by 
Hp the subspace of rQ( E ' ( P ) F 8 KF) consisting of those s for 
which <s,s>p € (X/Dp) has compact support (and so may be integrated 
over X/Dp) . Hp is a pre-Hilbert space with inner product f<*,•>p 
and is stable under 6^ for <fr « c l ( X )  since 6^ 1s support-
9 ■ " 9
decreasing. The completion Up = Hp(X,w;P,Y) of Hp is the Hilbert 
space on which we quantize Cp(X) .
I t  1s desirable to be able to compare the quantizations arising 
from a pair of positive polarizations; our scheme caters for this.
Let (F,G) be a regular pair of regular positive polarizations 
of (X,w) . Let F n F = Dp , G n G = Dq , and F n G *= Dp q ; 
Proposition 1.8 implies that Dp g * Dp n Dq . From Remark 9.10 
we have a pairing « * , * » p  Q of E ' (P )^  8 KF and E ' (P )G 8 K® Into 
O1 (TX/Dp Q) . Under favourable conditions, <<.,.>>p Q gives rise to
a pairing f<*,*>p g of Up and Hg .
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§13. Linear Symplectic Manifolds.
In this section we show how the theory of geometric quantization 
developed in the preceding sections works out in practice in the case 
of a linear symplectic manifold. In addition to serving as an 
i l lu s tra tio n  of some of our techniques, the case of a linear symplectic 
manifold provides a convenient local picture of the scheme.
Let (V,n) be a real 2m-dimensional symplectic vector space.
X w il l  denote V endowed with the natural manifold structure. For 
each x e X there 1s a natural linear isomorphism
bx : V -*• TxX : v »• vx (13.1)
given by
vxf  “ HT f(x  + t v ) |t«0 (13.2)
fo r  f  « C(X) . A sym plectic form w on X 1s defined by transport 
o f n via b -  thus
wx<bxvl ’bxv2 > “ ° < V V2 > ( 13-3)
for x * X and v 1 tv2  < V . We refer to (X,w) as the lin e ar symplectic 
manifold modelled on (V,n) .
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Observe that Sp(TX,w) is canonically t r iv ia l  when modelled 
on (V,n) -  indeed a (global) t r iv ia l iz a t io n  is defined by
B:X * Sp(V,n) -*■ Sp(TX,u): (x ,g )  **■ bxog . (13.4)
2
Since H (X;Z) = 0  i t  follows from Proposition 8.7 that there 
is (up to equivalence) precisely one Mpc structure for (TX,u) .
We shall f ix  as Mpc structure the product principal Mpc (V,n) bundle 
P * X x Mpc (V,n) with the composite
X x Mpc (v ,n )  ^ - >  X x Sp(v,n) — > Sp(TX,u>) (13.5)
as covering morphism.
(X,u) is quantizable; indeed, since H^(X;F) « 0 , Proposition 
10.5 guarantees that all  Mpc structures are prequantizable. Moreover, 
since h\ x ;U (1 ))  is t r i v i a l ,  i t  follows from Proposition 10.8 that all 
prequantized Mpc structures for (X,w) are equivalent.
I f  we le t  oq denote the natural f la t  connexion in the product 
principal Mpc (V,n) bundle ir:P -*■ X , then we have the following 
description of prequantum forms supported by P .
Proposition 13.1 : The u (l) -va lu e d  1-form y on P is a 
prequantum form for (X,«) i f f
V ■ ln*<*0 ♦ •Jjj' w*9 (13.6)
for some primitive 0 of w .
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Proof: An elementary exercise in basic forms, which we omit.
□
Having obtained e xp lic it  forms for the prequantization data we 
now turn to the determination of an e xp lic it  form for prequantization
6 : C(X) -  E n d r (X ;E '  (P ))  (13.7)
relative to (P,y = in*aQ + ir*e) .
Let ab be the f la t  connexion in Sp(TX.u) X determined by 
the natural f la t  connexion in the product X x Sp(V,R) X via B ; 
we use the symbol ab also to denote its  complexification.
If  * e C(X) then
= ab(C(>) o b (13.8)
is an sp (V ,R e va lu e d  function on X ; this gives us a map
z : C(X) C(X) B spiv.n)11 . (13 .9)
Let + be a rea l-va lued  function on X . I f  generates the
$
lo ca l 1-parameter group ob o f symplectlc automorphisms o f  (X,w) , 
then the local 1-parameter group of* of automorphisms o f Sp(TX,u) 
generated by 5  ^ i s  given by
ob(c) ■ o j  o c (13.10)
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for c e Sp(TX,w) and satisfies
at (bx ) = a* o bx = b t o exp tz ^ (x )  (13.11)
a x
for x £ X .
Identifying the tangent space to a product with the product of 
the tangent spaces, we have:
Proposition 13.2 : I f  <J> £ C(X) and (x ,g )  £ X « Sp(V,n) then
( S > B (x ,g )  = M V x * (Ad 9 ' V x »g >  * <13- 12>
Proof: I f  ♦ is R-valued then (13.12) 1s a routine consequence of
(13.11); the general case follows by complexification.
□
Relative to the canonical s p lit t in g  (7 .3 )  of mpc (V,n) , we 
now have the following description of *oÇ (11.4) (1.104):
Proposition 13.3 : I f  ♦ e C(X) and (x ,a )  e X * Mpc (V,n) 
with o (a) « g  then
Ç^(x .a ) -  ( U 4 ) x , ( ( - ^ ( e % ) x ) • Ad g”\ ( x ) ) a) . (13.13)
Proof: Since l i f t s  i t  is clear that
i^ (x ,a )  -  ( U i )x . (c • Ad g*1z ^ ( x ) ) a )
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for some ç e u( 1 )® , from Proposition 13.2. The y-horizontal i ty
of ç . enables us to identify ♦
c • '  <9V x  •
□
*  cSince P is the product X / M p  (V ,n ) we have a canonical 
t r iv ia l lz a t io n
E '(P )  x«E' : C ( x ,a ) , f ]  «. (x ,u (a ) f )  (13.14)
and hence a canonical identification
s:C(X) i  E' + r ( X ; E ' ( P ) ) : f  h- Sf (13.15)
of E'-valued functions with sections of E ' (P )  .
Regarding sp(V,n) as mp(V,n) via (7 .3 )  we have
Proposition 13.4 : I f  ♦ « C(X) and f  « C(X) B E' then
D ^ (s ( f ) )  -  s ( ^  (8C#) f  -  i * ( « # ) f  ♦ € / )  (13.16)
Proof: A routine consequence of Proposition 13.3.
□
As a co ro lla ry  we give  e x p lic it  form to prequantization 4 o f  
(X,«ii) re la t iv e  to (P ,y  ■  Jn*o>o ♦  w*e) .
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Proposition 13.5 : I f  <fr e C(X) and f e C(X) 3 E' then
V s(f)) * s ( V * +0S ,f ■ ct(z*)f + s f) •
Proof: Immediate from Proposition 13.4.
(13.17)
□
Remark 13.6 : This formula for prequantization compares with that 
given by Kostant in [K t3 ] ,  modulo notational conventions and the term 
in (eç^) (which comes naturally from the structure of a pre­
quantum line bundle on It ) .
I I
Since TX® is canonically isomorphic to X * V® we have a canonical 
identification
ç : C(X> fi V® - X ( X )  : v -  cy (13.18)
of V®-valued functions with complex vector fie lds.
Proposition 13.7 : Let $ « C(X) , v « C(X) fi V® , and
f  C C(X) a E* i then
(1) W®(;v ) ( s f ) -  S ( i l ® ( v ) f ) (13.19)
(11) C(5^v -  z#*v) -  [ ^ , C V] (13.20)
and, as operators on C(X) fl E'
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( i i i ) C^,W Œ( v ) ]  = WŒ(ç0v) (13.21)
( i v ) [¿ Œ(Z^),WŒ(V ) ]  = WŒ( Z ^ V )  . (13.22)
Proof: ( i )  is clear. I f  <p is real then ( i i )  comes by differentiation 
along the flow generated by (making use of (1 3 .1 1 )) ;  the general
case follows by complexification. Similar computations y ie ld  ( 1 i i ). 
F in a lly ,  ( i v )  1s a consequence of Proposition 7.8.
□
We are now able to establish:
Proposition 13.8 : I f  <p e C(X) and ç e3£(X) then
[D^,WŒ( ç ) ]  = WŒ[ î ^ , e ]  . (13.23)
Proof: I f  v e C(X) SI V* and f  e C(X) fl E' then Proposition
13.7 ju stif ie s  the following:
D/ ( C v )Sf -  D^s(Wl ( v ) f )
- *((Vev  ■ ¿C(v ♦ s ,(^(v,f)>
-  s(MC( v ) ( | ir (ec# ) -  ; « ( . , )  ♦ s4) f )
♦ s(-WC(z # -v )f  ♦ w*(ç^v)f)
■ *#U v > V f  + *
□
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As we pointed out in Remark 11.4, (P,y ) gives rise to a
prequantum line bundle (P (n ),7 Y ) for (X,2u) . Let us determine 
vY e x p lic i t ly  by computing its  effect on the (canonical unitary) 
section t e r (X ;P (n ) )  given by
t  : X -*• P(n) : x [ ( x , I ) , 1 ]  . (13.24)
Proposition 13.9 : I f  4> c C(X) then
VY t  3 (9C^)t . (13.25)
<P
Proof: An application of Proposition 13.3.
□
Me now turn to quantization proper. Again we begin by considering 
Lie differentiation in canonical bundles.
Since A ^ X ®  is canonically isomorphic to X * Am(V®) we have 
a canonical identification
s : C(X) a Am(V®)‘  ♦ r t X i A V x * )  : fe Sfe (13.26)
of Am(V®)*-va1ued functions with complex m-forms. In terms of the 
natural representation of sp(V,n)® on Am(V®) we have:
Proposition 13.10 : I f  ♦ * C(X) and fe c C(X) a Am( v V  then
\  sfe “ s (S fe '  V k) • (13.27)
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Proof: A straightforward consequence of Proposition 13.2 since
A1"! X® is canonically associated to Sp(TX,u) .
□
Remark 13.11 : Since the canonical bundle of a polarization of (X,w) 
is a complex line bundle in  AmT X® , Proposition 13.10 tells  us (at 
least in principle) how to Lie differentiate in canonical bundles.
"
Let F be a positive polarization of (X,u) . For each x e X 
we le t  r x e Lag+ (V,n) be given by
b*r ■ F . (13.28)X X X
Defining f  e C(X) a E ' by
f  : X -*• E ' : x »■ f _ (13.29)
x
we have a canonical (zerofree) section of E '( P ) F and defining  
fc « C(X) a Am(V *)* by
A " ( y c j *
fe : X y ' ,  x **■ fe_ (13.30)
x  1 x
we have a canonical (zero -free ) section s^ o f KF ; s ^ fe ■  s fBsfe 
1s then a canonical (zero-free ) section o f the half-form  bundle 
E '(P )F 8 KF . In  terms o f  these special sections t  « r (X ;P (n )) .
$f and sfe , the canonical isomorphism
(e ' ( p )f a kf )2 -  p(n) a kf (13.31)
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of complex line bundles (provided by Proposition 9.1) is determined
by
( sfOfe)^ **■ • (13.32)
We have the following Leibnitz rule relative to (13.31).
Proposition 13.12 : I f  $ « Cp(X) then
o[ a I + I I  d[  * ? !  8 1 + I 8 L. . (13.33)
* ♦
F F  2
Proof: By e x p l ic i t  evaluation, of 8 I + I 8 on (s^Bs^) 
aid of v !  8 I + I 8 L on t  8 s. ; we give a sketch. Let
S  S
$ = r  + is with r  and s real-valued. For x « X we write
(> t ( x ) , g t (x ) )  -  exp tz r (x) « Mp(V.n)
(v t ( x ) , h t (x ) )  “ exp tzs (x) « Mp(V,n) .
Proposition 5.6 te lls  us that 1f x < X then
“ W x > i*t l <I+ V x ) Zr x > " \ < x ) - r x
♦  1 ut (x ) 0 e ti ( I+ Z h^^x jZr ^) fht (x ) . r x} |t-0
• -èy#( x ) ^ x ♦  | î t f g t (x ) . r x + i f ht (x ) . r x} |t-0 
where (with the a id  o f Proposition  7.5)
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V x > = T r (C zr (x )  + Azr ( x ) Zr x )+ i T r <Czs (x) + Azs (x )Zr x) <13' 34>
According to Propositions 13.4 and 13.8 we now have
V f  ■
since differentiating the constraint
x « X => ( f  ,f_ ) Q * 1 
r x r 0 u
of Proposition 5.9 te lls  us (as in Remark 7.12)
x « X «  < C / ) X -  ^ fgt ( x ) . r x + 1fht ( x ) . r x} 
In sim ilar fashion we establish
t=0
(13.35)
Lr Sfe ~ V f e  • 0 3 - 36)♦
(13.33) 1s now a routine consequence of (13.25) (13.35) (13.36).
□
We can give a rather e xp lic it  form to quantization i f  we suppose 
the polarization of (X,w) to be linear (o r ,  translation-invariant).
I f  r is a polarization of (V ,n ) then
x « X Fx -  bjr (13.37)
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defines a translation-invariant polarization F of (X,u) having 
the type of r (and all translation-invariant polarizations arise 
in this way). We call F the linear polarization of (X,w) determined 
by r  .
Let F be the positive linear polarization of (X,w) determined 
by r cLag+ (V,n) . I t  is clear by differentiation of (13.11) that i f  
* e Cp(X) then
x € X *> z^ (x )  c sp(VtH)p . (13.38)
This 1s the key to simple proofs of our various results for this linear 
F . Note from Propositions 7.11 and 13.4 that
V f  -  < V eV  + *T r r < V }s f  (13- 39)
for f  = f and from Proposition 1.22 and 13.10 that
Le sfe -  - Trr < V sfe
fo r  fe = fe ; whence a short proof o f  P roposition  13.12. 
have an e x p lic it  form fo r quantization as promised, thus:
(13.40) 
We a lso
Proposition 13.13 : Quantization re la tive  to the lin e a r  
p o la r iza tio n  F i s  given by
«Jd’.Sfafe) -  ( (^ (♦ ♦ e e 4H T r r (z4) H  ♦  w , * ) ) s fafe (13.41)
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for <f> € Cp(X) and <|> e C(X) .
Proof: Clear from (13.39) and (13.40).
Remark 13,14 : We can describe rQ (E ' (P )F a Kp) as follows, 
readily verified that
□
I t  is
X £ CF (X) «> T r ^  = 0 . (13.42)
Consequently the section i(i-Sp8fc is polarized i f f
V  + " ° (13.43)
whenever U = X 1s open and X e Cp(U) . Choose a primitive 
eF e r(X;F®) for w® ; this is possible since the linear F 1s 
automatically strongly regular. Cohomological t r i v i a l i t y  of X 
ensures the existence of I  c C(X) such that eF * e + dx . The 
condition for i|>.SpBfe to H e  1n r 0( E ' ( P ) F fi Kp ) can be rewritten 
in the form:
*-sfafe * ro(E‘ (p)F 8 kF> <-> e * CF(X) * (13'44)
//
We e£»£S > th is  section by introducing symplectic coordinates and 
giving concrete "p.q" expression to our e x p lic it  quantization formulae.
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Let (e ^ , ....................................fm) be a symplectic basis for
(V ,n ) ;  thus, i f  1 s 1 , j  s m then
o (e , .« j)  - û ( f , . f j )  - 0  
n (ei , f j )  = 5 ij
(13.45)
★
Denoting by (p ^ .......... ,pm,q ^............,qm) the dual basis for V ,
we have
W 5 p , i x • W ' H i x
for each x e X and
r „ !  { J L  - Ü  L }
♦  j-1  3qj  3PJ 3PJ 3qj
(13.46)
(13.47)
for each $ « C(X) . We can express z (13.9) relative  to the chosen 
symplectic basis; i t  turns out that 1f $ e C(X) then z^:X ■* sp(V,n)® 
corresponds to the function matrix
where
< V lJ
* * V iJ  * "3Pj3P1 
» 2t  .
3qj3 Pi
< V lJ
J L ± -
aqj9qi
(13.48)
<R4 )1J
a2»
apjaPi
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Let the prequantum form y = JnysQ + -ry w*9 on P be determined 
by the primitive
m
e = E p.dq. 
j=l 3 3
(13.49)
of u . We quote without proof the following examples of quantization 
relative to (P,y ;F)  where F is the linear polarization of (X,w) 
determined by r £ Lag+(V,n) as indicated.
Remark 13.15 : Let r be the (re a l)  polarization of (V,n) having 
basis (e.|.............em) . I f  ♦ £ C(X) then ♦ £ Cp(X) i f f
The section  * - s fafc o f E *(P )F fl KF 1s polarized i f f  *  c Cp(X) . 
Quantization (13.41) takes the concrete form
1 s j  s m -> (13.50)
and ♦ £ Cp(X) i f f
(13.51)
I f  * £ cJ (X )  then
(13.52)
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J J  J  J J
(13.53)
for * « Cp(X) and * « Cp(X)
//
Remark 13.16 : Let r be the ( s t r ic t ly  positive) polarization of
(V,n) having basis (e-| + 1 f j , ........ ,em + i f m) . I f  ♦ £ C(X) then
<t> c CF(X) i f f
! s j  s m .> | i  ♦ i .  03p. aq. (13.54)
(Cauchy-Riemann) and $ e Cp(X) i f f
23 »
1 s r ,s  s m *>
3Pr 3Ps
3pr3qs
32»
3qr3qs
. a2*..
3qr 3ps
(13.55)
I f  + £ Cp(X) then
Tr„z, -  1 Z -2 -* -
r ♦ aqjaqj •
(13.56)
The section  * - s fafe o f  E '( P ) F B KF 1s polarized i f f
exp{-t ^  iP j> -*  « Cp(X) . Quantization (13.41) takes the concrete form
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V * * sf fl sfe}
(13.57)
2
//J /A_yn \ r 9 ♦ \,|, . r f l i .  • H  21. n .
« T f i *  I p j )  * U  *  i ( 5flj 5 * j  »P j « t j ’ 1
for $ e Cp(X) and e x p { + ^  zp2}*!)/ £ Cp(X) .
sf a sfe
//
Remark 13.17 : We leave the account with the following observations.
I t  turns out that the half-form pairing in Remark 13.15 gives rise to 
the Hilbert space L2(Fm) , that the half-form pairing in Remark 13.16 
gives rise to the Hilbert space Fg((Im) , and that the half-form pairing 
between these two cases gives the transform of Bargmann [B n l] .  See the 
corresponding treatment in Rawnsley TRy4].
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§14. Complex Projective Spaces.
Of perhaps greater practical interest than the linear symplectic 
manifolds are the complex projective spaces, arising when one considers 
the energy surfaces of harmonic oscillators. We shall see that our 
scheme for geometric quantization provides a uniform treatment of 
harmonic oscillators irrespective of dimensional parity (as does the 
scheme due to Czyz CCz] ) .  This is in contrast with the Kostant scheme, 
which is unable to deal with the odd-dimensional harmonic oscillators 
(since the even dimensional complex projective spaces are neither 
Integral nor metaplectic).
We begin with a brief review of some differential geometry of 
complex projective spaces. For further information consult Kobayashi 
& Nomizu [KN] and Wells [Wsl. V w ill  in this section denote a complex 
vector space of complex dimension m * n*l with n > 0 .
We refer to the space of a l l  complex lines 1n V as the projective 
space P(V) of V . P (V) 1s an n-d1mensional complex manifold. Let 
( z ^ .......... ,zra) be a basis for V . For 1 s j  s m define
Uj -  { t  t P (V) | t  n ker ■ 0} (14.1)
and for 1 s k s m define
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k n
" j  ; uj
zk, .
<V> H. , , t V)
ZJ (V)
(14.2)
where <v> denotes the complex line through v e V\{0) . Then
(w1. . ..........w1? , ..........,w?) are standard holomorphic coordinates on U.
J J J J
defined by ( z 1, ...........zm) (and of course wj = 1 ) .
Recall that on every complex manifold we have a natural bigrading
nr  -  « fip *q (14.3)
p+q=r
of complex forms according to type, and a natural decomposition of 
exterior derivative
d * 3 + 3 (14.4)
with 3:np,q np+1 ,q , 5:op’q -  np*q+1 .
Equip V with a Hermitian Inner product having norm |*| .
Define
i  -  3 3  log  |-|2 « n1 ^ (V )  . (14.5)
Viewing the natural map Vy : V \{0) -► I*(V) : v **■ <v> as a principal 
l  bundle, • |V\C0) 1s a basic  form and so descends to define a type 
(1,1) form « on P (V ) :
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(14.6)
I f  (Z
rn *zm) is a <•,•>-unitary basis for V , so that
then in terms of the standard holomorphic coordinates defined by
We now turn to a d iscussion  o f (holomorphic) complex line  bundles 
on P (V ) . The group o f (isomorphismclasses o f) holomorphic lin e  bundles 
on P (V ) i s  in f in ite  c y c lic ,  generated by the hyperplane section bundle; 
the same 1s true o f the group o f  (isomorphism c la sse s o f) complex line  
bundles on P (V ) . These lin e  bundles on P (V ) are determined (up to 
isomorphism) by th e ir  real Chern c la sse s.
Let us define the hyperplane section  bundle ***(V ) •
to ta l space Hy i s  the se t o f a l l  complex lin e a r  functionals on complex 
l in e s  in  V and the projection *H a ss ign s  to each lin e ar  functional
zm) we have
Z  M  dw< a dwj) 
c i i  J J J J
(14.7)
where Lj : Uj -*• F + i s  defined by
(14.8)
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the line on which i t  acts -  thus, i n V )  = *■* for 1 « P (V) . The 
hyperplane section bundle is naturally a holomorphic line bundle; we 
can conveniently describe its  holomorphic structure as follows. Each 
f  £ V yields (by re s tr ic t io n )  an element f|t of t* = i t j^ ( l )  for 
every i  e P(V) ; thus we may define s^ e r (P (V );H y) by
sf : P(V) -  Hy : i  «• f|t . (14.9)
Then there is a unique holomorphic structure in such that s^ is
* ★
holomorphic for a ll  f  e V ; moreover, {s^|f c V } exhausts the 
space of (global) holomorphic sections of . I f  U is an open 
subset of P (V) then 0(U;Hv ) denotes the space of holomorphic 
sections of *H:HV -.-P(V) over U . Thus we have a natural Isomorphism
s : V* 0 (P(V);Hv ) : f  h. sf  . (14.10)
More generally, i f  Pk(V )  denotes the space of homogeneous 
polynomials of degree k on V , then we have a natural isomorphism
Pk(V) -  0 (P (V ) ; (H v ) k) (14.11)
where (Hy )k ■  Hy fi.......8 Hy (k fa c to r s ),  fo r  each k « It u (01 .
I f  k < 0 then
0(P(V) i (Hy )k ) -  0 . (14.12)
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1
Consider next Hermitian structures in it^ . Equip V with the 1
Hermitian inner product <•,•> having norm |•| . I f  i c  P(V) , 1
then <•,•> induces a Hermitian inner product <• ,-> i  on i *  = *H (z )  I
by restriction and dualization. In this way, <•,•> gives rise to a 1
Hermitian structure in the hyperplane 
tth :Hv h-P (V )  . Let ( z 1.............zm) be a <*,•
section bundle 1 
★  1
¡»-unitary basis for V 1
and for 1 s j  s m define Sj * s£j  £ 0(P (V ); 
over Uj c IP(V) we have
Hy) via (14.10); then 1
<Sj  ,Sj >H ’  Lj 2
(14.13) I
with Lj given by (14.8 ).
Recall (from Wells [Ws]) the following. Any Hermitian holomorphic 1
line  bundle (more generally, vector bundle) admits a unique connexion 1 
which is compatible with both the Hermitian structure and the holo- 
morphic structure. I f  s is a zero-free holomorphic section over the
set U and
as * 3(log <s,s>) (14.14)
then this connexion v is given by
C «3£(U) -> vcs ■ « s( O s (14.15)
and has curvature p given by
P ■ 5a$ . (14.16)
-  •
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Our next task is to give an e xp lic it  formula for the unique 
connexion 7 in which is compatible both with the natural holo-
morphic structure and with the Hermitian structure • I f
1 m *(z ............. z ) is a <•,•> -unitary basis for V and
s. = s . c 0(1P(V);HV) then from (14.13) (14.14) (14.15) we deduce 
J ZJ
« b> v j  = ‘ Lj 2 kj j  "S dwj (c )s j  (14,17)
and (14.7) (14.16) in addition imply that v has curvature precisely *
[V .,7  ]s -  7. ,s = *(C,n)s (14.18)
5 n Lt.nJ
for ? , n « X  (P (V )) and s e r(P (V )jH y ) .
Observe that as a consequence o f (14.18) the hyperplane section  
bundle has real Chern c la ss
c[Hy ^  -  [ -  ] . (14.19)
More generally, i f  k « ZZ then
ct(Hv )k ]R -  O  k ^  ] . (14.20)
Let F denote the bundle o f antl-holomorphic tangents to  P (V ) . 
The canonical bundle KF 1s then the bundle o f  holomorphlc n-fortns 
on P (V ) . From our e a r lie r  comments we know that KF i s  isomorphic
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to some tensor power o f  Hy ; precisely, KF is isomorphic to 
. m * n+1
( Hy) = ( Hy) » as one checks by a careful comparison of transition 
functions. Consequently
CL K J = [m -x—r ] ZlTl (14.21)
This concludes our review of the familiar differential geometry 
of the complex projective spaces; we turn next to their  symplectic 
geometry.
For E e R+ we define
(P(V).u.E) is a symplectic manifold of which the anti hoiomorphic tangent 
bundle F is a positive polarization. Up to scalar multiples,
1s the fundamental Kahler form of the Fubini-Study metric on P (V) .
We may therefore re fe r  to uE as the Fubini-Study symplectic form of 
energy E .
Fix a <»,*>-unitary basis ( z 1, .........,zm) of V . Relabelling
for convenience, we have the standard holomorphic coordinates (w1.......... ,wn )
on U ■ Uj e P(V) and the length function L « Lj : Uj ■*■ F + . We shall 
employ this notation henceforth.
We find i t  convenient to record the local symplectic structure of
(14.22)
(P (V ),u E) .
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Proposition 14.1 : For 1 s k s n define real-valued functions 
pk , qk on U by
J R  SL. = pk + iqk 
L
(14.23)
Then
n k k
up|U = z dp a dq .
L k*l
Thus (p1, ........ ,pn, q \ ..........,qn) are symplectic
coordinates for (lP(V),u^) over U c jp(V) .
(14.24)
Proof: A straightforward deduction from the local expression (14.7)
for ♦ . g
When we come (sh ortly ) to quantize (1P (V ) , id^ ) , we shall require 
an e x p lic it  formula for Lie differentiation in the canonical bundle 
KF . This we present next.
In terms of our standard holomorphlc coordinate system (w1............. wn)
on U , define
fe -  dw1 a......... a dwn « 0(U;KF) . (14.25)
Proposition 14.2 : I f  + « Cp(lP(V)) then
L k .  t i  , ^ »  i t  ,  ( » " « V ,
%  1E awD 3w aw
(14.26)
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where 6rs is the Kronecker delta and the indices 
b ,r ,s  are summed over ( 1 , ........ ,n}
Proof: Proposition 14.1 leads us to the following relationship between
the holomorphic and symplectic structures on (IP( V) )  : i f  $ e C(U) 
then
dwr (ç ) « i î  z (6rs + wrws ) %  . (14.27)
* iE s=l 3w5
Now, i f  * £ c j  (P (V ))  then
n
L r fe » z dw1 A
. r  . n
S  r-1 s
n
* z dw1 a
r-1
hoiomorphicity of U ,w r ) ■ dwr ( ç j  Implies that ♦
n
d(dwr ( ^ ) ) ■ z 
s-1
---------- — i  dw5
3W
whence
L. fe ■ f !  K  (dwk(r ))>fe •
S  k«l awK ♦
This expression i s  evaluated with the a id  o f (14.27) and y ie ld s  (14.26).
□
Ue are now free to consider the geometric quantization  of 
(P(V),wE) .
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2
Since H (IP(V)vZ) is inf in ite  cyclic (generated by the Chern 
class c[Hy ] o f  the hyperplane section bundle) the group T(1P (V ),u>e) 
of equivalence classes of Mpc structures for (TP (V ),u E) is also 
infin ite  c y c l ic .  As regards quantiz a b i l i ty ,
Proposition 14.3 : We have the formula
+ i c ^ T P l V ) , ^ )  R  = C-(|  - J ) ¿ 0  . (14.28)
Thus, (P(V),wE) i s  quantizable i f f
E = (N + im)h , N « 2Z . (14.29)
Proof: (14.28) comes from (14.21) and (14.22). The quantization
condition (14.29) i s  immediate from (14.28) in  view o f  (14.20) and
2
our above remarks on H (P (V );Z ) .
□
Assume from now on that the quantization condition (14.29) holds.
Since P (V ) i s  simply-connected i t  follow s that H1 (P(V) ;U(1 ))
1s t r iv ia l .  Consequently a l l  prequantized Mpc structures for (P(V),wE) 
are equivalent. Choose and f ix  the prequantized Mpc structure (P .y ) .
Refer to Remark 12.8. We have canonical structures o f  holomorphic 
line  bundle on KF , P(n) , E *(P )F . E '( P )F fi KF , and a canonical 
isomorphism o f  holomorphic lin e  bundles
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E '(P ) r
F a KF) 2 -  P(n) a kf .
21) (14.22) i t  is a simple
lie isomorphisms
f  m
'v P(n)
E+zCVJ 5> 
XII
,N+m
'v E’ (P )FaKF
II X <
 z
(14.30)
(14.31)
These isomorphisms are unique modulo t  and may be chosen to make (14.30) 
correspond to the standard isomorphism
( hJ ) 2 -  h2; -  9 Hym . (14.32)
Remark 14.4 : In view of (14.11) (14.12) the space of polarized 
(holomorphic) sections of E ' ( P ) F B KF over P (V ) can be identified 
with PN(V) 1f N a 0 and is  zero 1f N < 0 . Thus we have the 
practical quantization condition
E ■ (N + }m)K . N < »  u (0 ) . (14.33)
//
Let us now develop an e x p lic it  formula for quantization fiF 
of (P (V ),uE ) relative to (P ,y ;F )  .
By means of (14.31) we pass across the various operators involved
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( E '( P ) f  a kf )2 -  p (n ) a kf  . (14.30)
From (14.20) (14.21) (14.22) i t  is a simple matter to deduce that 
we have holomorphic isomorphisms
KF -  H’ m P(n)
E '( P ) F =* Hy+m E '( P ) F8KF H
2N+m
V
N
(14.31)
These isomorphisms are unique modulo t  and may be chosen to make (14.30) 
correspond to the standard isomorphism
(H j)2 -  H2N+ra S H ' m (14.32)
Remark 14.4 : In  view o f (14.11) (14.12) the space o f  polarized  
(holomorphic) section s o f E '( P )F a KF over P (V ) can be ide n tifie d  
with PN(V) 1f N 2  0 and 1s zero 1f N < 0 . Thus we have the 
p ractica l quantization condition
E • (N + Jm)H , N c K  u {0} . (14.33)
//
Let us now develop an e x p lic it  formula fo r  quantization i F 
o f  (P(V),wE) re la t iv e  to (P,y;F) .
By means o f (14.31) we pass across the various operators Involved
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in quantization to the appropriate tensor powers of the hyperplane 
section bundle. We shall denote by sk « 0(U;Hy) the kth. tensor 
power of the holomorphic section s = of Hv over U = Uj .
(P (n ) .v Y) becomes the (2N+m)th. power H2N+m equipped with 
the unique connexion y^N+m wh-jch -jS compatible both with the canonical 
holomorphic structure and with the Hermitian structure coming from 
in Hy .
Proposition 14.5 : vY = v2N+m is given on s2^+m e 0 (U ;P (n ))  as 
follows. I f  t  « X ( U )  then
vY s 2N+in .  . (2N+m)L-2 J wr dwr (e )s2N+tn . (14.34)
e r-1
I f  ♦ e Cp(U) then
vy s2N+m „ _(2N+fn)l £  J £ r l i  s2N+m (14.35)
S  1E r-1 3w
P ro o f: (14.34) i s  the (2N+m)th. tensor power o f  (14.17). (14.35)
fo llow s from (14.35) by (14.27). ^
Observe that we are now in the posit ion  covered by Remark 12.6 : 
we have id e n tifie d  both (P (n).v Y ) -  (H2N+m,72N+m) and the square-root 
E '( P ) F S KF ■  Hy o f  P(n) a KF -  H2N+m a H‘m - H2N . Thus:
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Proposition 14.6 : I f  * e Cp(U) then quantization
* °l + TFT ♦ ( 1 4 . 3 6 )
is determined by
D^SN = — .  2f^b 3* }SN (14. 37)
*  (2N+m)iH 3wr 3ws 3w
where the indices b ,r ,s  are summed over { 1 n}  .
Proof: (14.37) comes from (14.26) and (14.35) via the Leibnitz rule 
(12.14) applied to (14.30) (14.32).
□
Remark 14.7 : (14.37) only describes the effect of quantization on the 
special holomorphlc section sN <■ Sj or' Hy over Uj . Referring to 
(14 .1 1 ), the general form of a holomorphlc section o f  Hy restricted 
to Uj 1s
X(wJ)ri ........  (wj)rJ ........ ( J j T « . "  (14.38)
where l e t  and r, ♦ .......♦  r  -  N (coming from the degree N
r * r m
polynomial xzj1 ....... z j "  on V) . I t  i s  c lear how to quantize
(14.38) using (14.37).
//
Many topics remain to be detailed, both in the abstract theories 
of the metaplectic representation and Mpc structures and in their 
implications for geometric quantization. We mention just two of these 
topics before passing on to a consideration of other matters.
In discussing Mpc structures, we defined half-forms for positive 
polarizations and constructed their pairing in the regular case. As 
mentioned in our discussion, Blattner & Rawnsley [BR] have shown how 
to define half-forms for arbitrary polarizations. I t  is natural to ask 
how we should pair the half-forms which come from an arb itra ry  pair of 
polarizations; as yet there is no firm  answer to this question.
The examples o f  symplectic m anifolds which we have chosen to 
i l lu s t r a t e  our methods have a l l  been simply-connected, adm itting a 
unique prequantized Mpc structure (up to equivalence). I t  i s  natural 
to ask how geometric quantization looks when inequlvalent prequantized 
Mpc structu res are ava ilab le . The s im p le st example to consider 1s the 
punctured plane with I t s  f l a t  sym plectic structure; th is  w i l l  have a 
fu ll  c ir c le  se t o f Inequlvalent prequantized Mpc structu re s, as 
* 1(F2\{0 } )  i s  in f in ite  c y c lic .  More in te re stin g  is  the study of 
compact quotients o f bounded domains by fixed -po in t-free  properly- 
discontinuous groups o f biholomorphisms. In addition to th e ir  admitting
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inequivalent prequantized Mpc structures, these compact symplectic 
manifolds are (in  favourable cases) quantizable but not metaplectic.
I t  is hoped that a discussion of these (and other) topics w ill  
appear in due course.
We have seen that every symplectic manifold admits symplectic
r
spinors defined by Mp structures and that we are consequently able 
to construct half-forms and their  pairing for (positive) polarizations 
of an arbitrary symplectic manifold. The question which now confronts 
us is whether or not these symplectic spinors and half-forms are of use 
in  a given symplectic context.
Our account of geometric quantization provides one context in which 
an important role is played by the symplectic spinors arising from an 
Mpc structure. We now turn to a brief  consideration of another such 
context: the symbolic theory of operators.
The space a va ilab le  to us at present does not allow  an adequate 
discussion  o f the extensive background to th is  topic and the contributions 
made by such authors as Boutet de Monvel, Co lin  de Verdiere, Duistermaat, 
Guillem in, Hormander, M elln, M enlkoff, Sjostrand, Sternberg, Weinstein.
As principa l reference for the fo llow ing d iscussion  we c ite  Boutet de 
Monvel & Guillem in (concise ly , BdM & G ) [BG] .
We sh a ll be content here to achieve the fo llow ing two-fold aim 
(b r ie f ly  and without d e ta ils ) :  f i r s t ,  to describe the se ttin g  for  
CBG1 Theorem 7.5 (which BdM & G themselves consider to be perhaps
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th e ir  main result in [BG]) and second, to describe how the use of 
Mpc structures leads to a proof of this result (in  modified form).
Again, i t  is hoped that this w ill  appear more f u l ly  at a later stage.
★
Let M be a manifold. The cotangent bundle T M is naturally
★
a symplectic manifold. I f  0M c T M denotes the zero section then IR+
★
acts naturally (fibrewise) on X = T M\0M . Let z be a homogeneous 
isotropic submanifold of X . BdM & G define spaces I a (M,z) of 
generalized half-forms and assert the existence of symbol maps
a : I a (M,z) Sa (z) (15.1)
where Sa (z) i s  the space o f a-homogeneous section s o f a certain  
vector bundle Sp in(z) over z . Spin (z) reduces to a bundle o f 
(m etallnear) half-form s fo r  z when z i s  Lagrangian, but i s  otherwise 
In fin ite -d im e n sio n a l.
*
Suppose N to be another manifold. Write Y ■  T N\0^  and 
2 -  T*(M*N)\0M>tN . Let r be a homogeneous Lagrangian submanifold
o f Z . Assume that the clean In te rsection  hypotheses o f  CBG] 57 are 
sa t is f ie d .  We then have an (immersed) iso tro p ic  submanifold roZ o f  Y .
BdM & G a sse rt  that a c-homogeneous ha lf-fo rm  y on r determines
a map
y o (-)  : Sa (z) -  Sa+c_d(roZ) (15.2)
where d is  determined purely from the clean in tersection  data.
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[BG1 Theorem 7.5 asserts that a generalized half-form 
k € Ic (M*N,r) gives rise to a map
K : Ia (M,Z) -  Ia+c- d(N,roE) (15.3)
which satisfies the composition property
u « Ia (M,Z) »> o(Ku) = a(k)oa(u) (15.4)
relative  to (15.2) with y = o (k) .
Of course, this procedure cannot always be carried through.
BdM & G assume M and N to be equipped with metalinear structures;
4r *
thus, T M and T N are provided with metaplectic structures. 
Unfortunately, this assumption does not suffice when the isotropic 
submanifold I  1s not Lagranglan. To see why this should be so, we 
must take a closer look at the B(H & G procedure.
BdM & G denote by (B*S)E the principa l Gl * Sp bundle over £ 
whose f ib re  over x « E 1s the se t o f pa irs (b ,s ) with b a frame o f 
Tx£ and s a frame o f Txea/Tx£ . They assert that when M 1s meta­
lin e a r  (so  that X 1s m etaplectic) (B *S )e l i f t s  to a fo u r-fo ld  cover 
by a p r in c ip a l Ml * Mp bundle P , to which Spin (E) 1s associated  
v ia  the half-form  representation o f Mi tensored with the metaplectic 
representation o f  Mp . Factoring P by Ml would give Te a/Te a 
m etaplectic structure, 1n contrad iction  to Remark 8.13 unless z Is
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metalinear. Even when Z is metalinear i t  is clear from Proposition 
6.10 that an Mi. x Mp l i f t  P of (BxS)z is not associated to a 
metaplectic structure for X . We thus encounter problems in the 
construction of Spin (z )  .
When we attempt to construct the various symbol maps we meet 
further problems; these arise from the BdM & G description (in 
[ BG] §4) of our space ( E ' ) L for L an isotropic subspace of (V,n) 
with L * 0 * Lx/L . BdM & G Identify (E ’ ) L with tensored by
y» ff
a (metalinear) square-root of A L ; this identification they establish 
by means of a metaplectic l i f t  of p l (1 .73). However, as we saw in 
Proposition 6.10, does not l i f t  to the level of Mp .
These d if f ic u lt ie s  can be circumvented by the use o f Mpc 
structures In  place o f Mp structures. Moreover, the resu ltin g  scheme 
w ill  apply to any manfiolds M and N without the assumption o f  meta- 
U n e a r lty .
The correct lin e a r  formalism i s  crucial to our scheme, and the key 
re su lt  here 1s a version o f CBG1 Proposition  6.5. B r ie f ly ,  we replace 
half-form s (which depend on a choice o f  metalinear structure g lo b a lly )  
by h a lf-d e n s it ie s  (which are n a tu ra lly  present) and (when z Is  not 
Lagranglan) make use o f  the morphism
SL : E ♦  EL I  P_ i (L) (15.5)
- 1 7 2 -
of representations of Mpc(V ,n ;L) which comes by the duality in 
Proposition 3.6 from (6.13) which may be viewed as an isomorphism
Rl : (E 1) 1- -  a D*(L) (15.6)
of representations of Mpc(V ,n ;L )  .
★
Now le t  M be an arbitrary (smooth) manifold and le t  X * T M\0M . 
Remark 8.8 te lls  us that TX has a canonical (neutral) class of Mpc 
structures; choose and fix  a member P of this class. Let E be a 
homogeneous isotropic submanifold of X . We may take as our version 
of Ia(M,E) the corresponding space of generalized half-densities. 
Suppose E 1s not Lagranglan; by restr ictio n  to E and passage to 
the normal (as in Proposition 8.10) P gives to Te V te an Mpc 
structure Pj. , and we may take as our version of Sp1n(E) the 
vector bundle over E associated to PE with fibre EL B t^ (L )  
(modelling Te on L) :
Sp1n(E) -  El (Pe) a P *(E ) . (15.7)
I f  E 1s Lagranglan then Sp1n(E) « P *(E ) .
*
Now suppose N to be another m anifold  and le t  Y * T N\0N .
Z ■  T*(M*N)\0MkN . Fix a neutral Mpc structure Q for Y . Let 
r be a homogeneous Lagranglan submanifold o f Z , and assure the clean 
In te rsection  hypotheses o f [BGH7.
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Our version of [BG] Proposition 6.5 (applied as BdM & G apply 
theirs in CBG1 57) w il l  enable us to construct symbol maps 
O : Ia(M,z) -*■ Sa( i )  , O : I b (N,roZ) -  sb(roZ) , a : l c (M*N,r) -  sc (r ) 
and show that a half-density y e Sc ( r )  determines a map
y o ( - )  : Sa(E) -  Sa+c_d(roZ) (15.8)
corresponding to (15.2).
The appropriate version of [BG1 Theorem 7.5 w il l  then state that 
a generalized half-density k e Ic (M*N,r) gives rise to a map
K : Ia (M,E) Ia+c' d(N,roZ) (15.9)
sa t is fy in g  the composition property
u c Ia(M,£) ■> a(Ku) ■ a (k)oo(u) (15.10)
in  general modulo Maslov facto rs. We sh a ll not d iscuss Maslov fac to rs; 
see Hormander [Hr] for these.
We should point out that our proposed scheme fo r the construction  
o f symbols i s  as yet in  i t s  germinal stages. Since i t  deals with h a lf -  
densitie s in  place o f  half-form s, 1t represents a return to the philosophy 
o f Hormander. The consequent reappearance o f Maslov factors could be 
viewed as a disadvantage; Indeed, one o f the reasons fo r  working with 
half-form s i s  that they absorb Maslov factors. However, i t  would appear
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that our proposal has several advantages over the BdM & G procedure. 
Thus:
(a) I t  circumvents the aforementioned technical d ifficu lties  
in the construction of the various symbol maps.
(b) I t  removes the metalinear restriction on M and N .
(c )  In the BdM & G procedure one must choose metalinear 
structures for M and N . Up to equivalence, these 
are parametrized by H ^ M ^ )  and ^ ( N ^ )  and in 
general none is preferred. In our proposed scheme, 
however, we are presented with natural choices of Mpc 
structure for X and Y (those which are neutral).
Of course, we could use other Mpc structures 1n 
constructing symbols; account must then be made of their 
corresponding complex line bundles.
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